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THE HARDEST TASK
an editorial insisting that never
was the situation
theWROTE
Middle
SIX MONTHS
AGO, in
WE
East harder to call. With weeks to go to
a General Election and President
Clinton still trying to broker a deal
between Ehud Barck and Yassir Arafat,
no-one was clear whether we were on
the brink of triumph or disaster, or
simply living through another episode
in the endless saga of Israeli-Palestinian
conflict.

Six months later the only positive
fact is that the situation is clearer. The
Middle East hangs somewhere between
constant and total disaster. The mood,
certainly on the Israeli side, is
apprehensive and gloomy.

It is not clear why Arafat and Barak
were unable to clinch a deal. But the
failure, from an Israeli perspective,
appears to be a maj or turning point. The
peaceniks, the liberals, the moral and
realistic majority - those who have
always known in their hearts that the
land would have to be shared, that
virtually all the territory occupied since
1967 would have to be returned, that one
day there would be a Palestinian State
with a real presence in Jerusalem itself
- have had the ground cut from beneath
their feet. For all this, they feel, was on
offer. Yet it was rejected. However
disastrous a politician Barak proved to
be, surely this cannot have been his
fault, certainly not his fault alone.

of families, factions and opinions. The
fury at what they see as endless abuses
of human rights, as exposure to
relentless violence and on-going
economic degradation is palpable.
There is hatred and hopelessness which
far outweigh any vision of what the
future might hold and what the solution
might be.

There is now a yawning chasm
between the two peoples. They have
little or no real contact, even less
dialogue, no trust at all. That the process
which began at Oslo is now dead is
almost the only thing on which there is
a wide measure of agreement.
As a voice of Jewry, it is not
surprising that we hear the Israeli voice
more clearly and as closer to the
objective truth, if such a thing exists at
all in such situations. If it were not that
way, people might have genuine cause
to question from where we are coming.
But that does not mean tbat the
Palestinianvoices,theirrealityandtheir
truth does not have any objective
grounding. The fact is that there are two
accounts of the last six months, two
accounts of the last 100 years. What is
so disturbing and dangerous is that they
now barely correspond.

Throughout Israel the finger of
blame is pointed atArafat. Blame which
is underlined by Arafat's apparent
ability to call a halt to violence - or
much of it - at will. The same Arafat
who was told the names of the two men
responsible for the Tel Aviv nightclub
massacre but declined to arrest them.
TheArafatwhohastrainedageneration
of children to hate and fight.

What can we diaspora Jews do? Of
one thing we are absolutely convinced.
We must listen as attentively as possible
to the Israeli narrative. We must take
every opportunity we can of going to
Israel and talking to our people, our coreligionists there. To lose touch or to
hearthestoryonlythroughthirdparties
would be utterly irresponsible. We are
told by the Torah that we must know
the heart of the stranger. That is indeed
so. But how much more is it an
obligation to know the heart of our own
people. We must go, we must
experience,wemustseektounderstand.

Our impression of the view from the
Palestinian side is dominated by two
words, chaos and fury. Arafat is
regarded with little respect but as the
only leader available. In reality, no-one
speaks for all the Palestinians and there
is no unity of view or purpose to add to
the despair and disillusion. Only a chaos

That is not all. There are still
opportunities for talking to Palestinians,
certainly in this country. We must take
every opportunity that is presented to
us and encourage the leadership of our
Movement, the rabbis and the lay
leaders, to seek out and make use of
such opportunities. Every opportunity
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that is created to listen and to
understand, at least to experience and
acknowledge Palestinian pain and
anger, may eventually contribute to reopening a dialogue without which there
is no hope - only despair.

What can non-Jews in this country
do? It is very important to confirm the
fear, anger and sense of injustice of both
sides. Both sides need to know that their
sense of justice denied or betrayed is
fully acknowledged. But - and here is
the rub - not at the expense of
vindicating one side completely. It was
unhelpful to launch a bitter public attack
on Prime Minister Ariel Sharon as the
BBC did in one of its Panorama
programlnes recently. It does not bring
justice for the Palestinians one
millimetre closer. It does close ears
amongst Jews and Israelis. It does
confirm past experience of being alone
and misunderstood in the world. It does
no good to compare Israel with South
Africa. It only embitters and enrages.
As for playing to the traditional left in
British politics by questioning the very
right of Israel to exist, that is a piece of
self-indulgence and self-righteousness
which makes the situation much worse.
It is clear that there is no realistic
solution which does not involve two
states. To suggest otherwise is to bring
closer the ultimate doomsday scenario
of outright war and mass killing.
Similarly, it makes no sense to
defend the development and expansion
of settlements in the West Bank and
Gaza. Above all, that confirms the worst
fears of the Palestinians about Israel's
ultimate intentions which are a mirror
image of Israel's fears of Arab
intentions. Politicians and the media
alike in Britain need to acknowledge
that neither story contains the whole
truth but neither story is without truth
and validity. They need to acknowledge
the fear, hurt and anger of both sides
and say nothing and do nothing that
does not contribute to a reopening of
dialogue and a rekindling of the will to
compromise and make peace. It is now
the hardest of tasks and it won't happen
quickly. But anything else is a selfindulgent recipe for disaster .

brings in an extra dimension.
Democracyimpliesthateverypersonin
the community has an equal voice in the
decision making. Yet this idea conflicts
with the traditional structure of religious
leadership, where rabbis have taken over
the work of conserving and developing
religiouspractice.Theremayhavebeen
a time when rabbis led and others
followed but I doubt it. Rabbinic
leadership has always been a matter of
acceptability to the community, a
balancing act where each takes note of
the other. Even in the Talmud we have
the story of Hillel, who forgot a piece

concept,mIAchmoreofAthens

DEMOCRACY
IS A
GREEK
than Jerusalem.
It is
true that
there are roferences in the Tiorch to
fiollowing the majority and a
considerable degree Of abiding by
the majority can be seen in the
rabbinic process. Jewish tradition

JUDAIS" [®1 ALL
- |Y ALL

also lays considerable emphasis on
equality between rabbis rather than
on the hierachical structure
characteristic Of the Church, with
rabbis being distinguished only on
the basis Of their lecuning. But that
is not the same as ievoiving the
entire Je:wish population and
allowing them a vote or even a

MANNA asked tluree rabbis c[nd

three lay people what they thoughi.
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prophets yet they are the children of
prophets". When the next day the
people's solution became apparent, we
are told that "he saw the incident and
recollected the fe&/afrfe¢fe" (Pes.66a).

people.

I\dy 14 years in the congregational
rabbinate make me aware that few areas
of my work have been ones I felt were
mine alone. Matters of I.sfec{f I guard

Of the 1 8 Principles Of I,iving

Living Judaism is committed Vto a form
of democracy in which rabbis are
respected teachers and leaders but in
which we also stri:ve to listen to where
people are, understand that wisdom
and insight is not the monopoly Of arty
one class or group and stress both the
importance Of teachers and also how
much a teacher has to learn from his
or her students. Living Judaism is
about vision and implementedon. A
sharing, an ownership of that vision is
an absolute prerequisite to successfiul
implementation.

``leave it to Israel: if they are not

This is not exactly democracy but a sort
of cookery, where people's views are
heard, their needs clarified, their
passions taken seriously. All these
ingredients are part of the recipe which
the chef is ultimately responsible for
producing. Without them the finished
product will be unacceptable to the
consumer. It is transformational to
createsomethingnewthatexpressesthe
thoughts and needs of a multitude of

significant voice on matters Of
Jewish practice or the development
and application Of Jewish vahaes.
Yet, perhaps contemporary Judaism
has something to learn in this
respect as it has from certain other
key post-Enlighterunent values such
as egalitarianism. 'I'here is more
than a suggestion Of this in the 17th

Judaism recently published in
pamphlet form by RSGB. The text is
headed " Respecif ul democracy "
and reads as f otlows..

of practical fe¢/czfrfe¢fe but who said

INTEGRITY

Sylvia Rothsdild

fiercely but, apart from that, I can think
of only a handful of occasions when I
knew that I would have to consider my
position very carefully if my
community took a particular decision.
Over the years I have written many
resource papers, position papers,
educative texts and committee reports
and given ,sfez.a!rz.773 and sermons.

place for democracy in our

TIH QUESTION
communities and
"IS
in TRERE
particular,A
in
the development of Jewish practice?" is
intriguing. How can such question even
be asked? The idea of sovereign power
residing within the people as a whole,
for the benefit of the people and
exercised either directly or else through
elected officers seems so self-evidently
a good idea that it barely requires
comment. Synagogues which base their
government on such a model tend to be
the ones with the highest levels of
participation in communal affairs, they
move with the times and incline to serve
the real rather than the inagined needs
of their membership. They clearly have
a greater chance of staying relevant.
The development of Jewish practice

Whenever an issue of ritual or religion
has arisen, we have had discussions sometimes heated, always passionate have studied together and worked
through the meanings together and
come to a mutually agreed and
respected decision. There has been a
usually unspoken understanding that in
matters of ritual practice the rabbi has
the final say. But there has been at least
one occasion when it was clear that
some people believed the rabbi's final
say was the wrong one and we went
through the process again and again.
I see it as my role to be both teacher
and chaiJer - study partner -to come to
aclear,responsibleandreasonableview
where, in the words of Mervin Elliott
our President, tradition may have a vote
but not a veto and to work with the
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community to create a way of being that
both I and this community feel adds to
our integrity and enriches our Jewish
identity.

Just one more thing - much of what
I do falls into the category of keeping
the doors open. It seems to me that
institutions - and synagogues easily
become institutions - rapidly solidify
and become less innovative, less
responsive and less brave about letting
in new ideas and practices. It becomes
easier - and somehow it seems to be
more pious -to say `no' . It is the rabbi's
role to challenge the other members of
the community about finding ways to
say `yes' I
RABBI SYLVIA ROTHSCHELD i.sr rabbz. a/
Bromley & District Reform Synagogue and

sentences peppered with references to
Communism, the Devil and Peter Hain,
nowtheBritishMinistertoEurope.This
was the period of the sports boycott
which impacted with incredible force
on sports-mad Afrikanerdom.
My political attitudes were changed
forever with the arrival of HabonimDror, the Socialist Zionist youth

was in many ways a

ago was in many ways a decision to live
in an open society, a democracy. But
here again I found that democracy was
something not to be taken for granted.
In a society forced to live with conflict,
it is a scarce commodity that has to be
nurtured if it is not to be tossed
overboard as expendable in the very real
fight for survival.
To my great surprise, there is nothing
like youthful ideological naievet6. I
found that I was being asked to choose
between a Jewish state and a democratic
state. For the first time in my life, Jewish
values were being placed in an
antithetical relationship with the
"western liberal" values of democracy

decision to live in an

and freedom. Those who were speaking
with a "Jewish" voice, quoting the Torah

Moving to Israel

twenty ftye years ago

and stopping to dczi/e72 mcz 'czrz.v before

Chair Of the RSGB Assembly Of Rabbis.

open society, a

demooracy. But I

found that demooracy
was something not to
be taken f;or granted.
In a society fiorced to
live with coriflict, it is
a scarce coryrmodity

that has to be

nurtured if it is not to
be tossed overboard

as expendable in
Julian Resnick

the very real fight

have been in a dialogue with the

f tor survival.

FOR issue
MOST
OF MYIt could
LIFEnotI
of democracy.
be otherwise for someone with a story
like mine.
I spent my childhood years in a
village society covered with the veneer
of respectability and decency, while
excluding anyone who was not white.
This albinocracy was so all
encompassing that I have to admit that
I was unaware of democracy as a value
that extended to people of colour.
I attended an elite Afrikaner high
school with the sons of the ruling class
of South African society. Democracy
was a dirty word and usually used in
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movement, in our Jewish community.
My eyes were opened to world of totally
different values. The values of Separate
Development, also known as Apartheid,
were placed within a perspective that
had never been afforded to me. My
primary Jewish value until this
watershed moment had been that of
survival. Now I learned of a different
scale

of

values,

of

rczcfecz773z.",

compassion, of /zede4, justice. I
involvedmyselfinanti-Apartheidwork
in high school and at university.
Moving to Israel twenty five years

proceeding with the public debate, were
categorically pronouncing rabbinical
Judaism as an alternative to democracy
and freedom. Those speaking the
"democracy-speak" were using the
"772cz 'czrz.v break" in the debate to down

a quick espresso and grab a ham
sandwich. It is this either/or baggage
that I bring to this debate and this either/
or dichotomy with which I struggle.
How does one create a democratic
system in which there is a differential
in the level of worth that different
people are afforded within that system?
How can one opinion be valued more
than another opinion? At what point do
we bow to superior knowledge? Who
draws the lines as to which issues are
shared in a democratic debate and which
issues are beyond the realm of the open
forum? Surely those who draw the lines
arebydefinitionbeyondtheboundaries,
by virtue of the power differentiation,
of a democratic situation? Do we have
to choose between a system which has,
for centuries, been clear about the fact
that Jewish decision-making is not a
democratic affair but the realm of debate
for the few, the rabbis, while the rest of
the community is involved in debates
over the "municipal" issues of Jewish
life - shades of Bantustans and
Autonomies? Or are we involved in
something groundbreaking, that will
push the limits of sharing back as we
struggle with the way one empowers
people, how one brings people into the
loop, how one educates people?
If "respectful democracy" is to be
something other than a sound bite that
has a politically correct ring to it but
nothing more, then we must all face the
challenges. What challenges? For the
rabbis of defining their roles in this
relationship as the empowerers. For the
Continued on next page

3

lay people, a commitment to Jewish
learning with the rabbis as guides who
will enable the debate to be a truly
democratic one, based on shared
knowledge.
The crucial issue becomes the
sharing of Jewish knowledge. The focus
necessarily shifts to a focus on the
respect we show our rabbis as teachers
and not respect in the decision-making
process. The first is crucial for all of us
and will necessarily imbue the decisionmaldng process with the ambience of a
respectful democracy .
JULIAN RESNICK I.a d!.rector a/ JISGB 's
Living Judaism project.

LISTEN

Wendy Greengross
remember the once best-selling

T HOSE
book 1066
OF andUS
All That
WHO
will
agree that the guidelines for Living
Judaism are A Good Thing . . . rather
like motherhood and apple pie. They
feel warm and comfortable and
undemanding, particularly as they seem
to be marketed as an aspiration rather
than a directive that we need to do
something about.
The sad reality that we probably
won't be able to complete the task or
even the reading, does not mean that we
carmot begin to exalnine the text. For
me two words demand my attention:
respectful and listen.
Over time, we seem to have
developedacultureinwhichindividuals
are respected for their leaming, their
status and their success. This has an

4

unfortunate corollary that others, such
as the less successful, are treated with
less respect or no respect at all.

It is important that we listen to the
opinions of the experienced and the
concerns of the knowledgeable and vital
that we as Jews know that many of the
problems that we are tackling today are
similar in their underlying implications
to those that faced rabbis and thinkers
in the past.
Making certain that we take into
consideration the opinions and
interpretations of those great teachers
is a particular task for our rabbis and
their opinions should be listened to,
heard and studied. They are usually well
qualified to lead the discussions.
It is equally important to listen to
what all members have to say. If we are
talking about the technical aspects of
nuclear fusion, genetic inheritance or
cosmic space, there may be a particular
reason for listening to the voice of the
expert. If we are thinking about the
ethical implications of any of these,
everybody's opinions should be in the
arena.
If we are talking about the ethical
issues of Judaism, whether this be about
using electricity on Shabbat or giving
help to non-Jewish charities, everyone's
opinions are not only valid but, more
important, they are valuable.
If we are to have vibrant
communities which are able not only to
support and nourish their own but also
to be a light to the world, both through
their own deeds and through the actions
of the younger generations that they
produce, we must respect and value
every single member and listen to what
they have to say.
Marin Buber wrote . . . God said, "I
have sunk my hearing in the deafiiess
of mortals". It may be that our wilful
deafness, the deafness of men and
women who refuse to listen to what
others have to say causes us to miss a
divine message.
In life we all have experiences of
loss, joy, disappointment, hope and
frustration. All of us have spiritual
experiences, though they may not be
recognised as such. Vision is not
confined to the rich and powerful. Those
who may find it difficult to express
themselves have opinions and thoughts
that are valid.
We do not have the responsibility of
agreeing with everybody. We do have
the responsibility of listening and
hearing each other with respect, valuing
the contributor if not the contribution.
Permanent change takes place
slowly. A rabbinic friend explained to
me that he had all eternity. `If I had

If we are talking
about the technical
aspects Of rmalear

fusion, genetic
inheritance or
cosrhic space, there

may be a particular
reason f ;or tistening
to the voice Of the
expert. If.we are

thinking about the
ethical impticedons
Of any Of these,
everybody's

opinions should be
in the arena.

If we are talking
about the ethical
issues Of Judaism,

whether thi,s be

about using
electricity on
Shabbat or giving
help to non-Jewish
charities, everyone 's
opinions are not
only vdid but,
more important,
they are valuable.
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wantedsomethingquicker,Iwouldhave
become a politician'.

Rabbi Hugo Gryn - of blessed
memory - when asked about fitting out
his desert island said that he would build
two synagogues, one of which he would
not 80 to.
Perhaps we will eventually become

discerning enough, not only to attend
the synagogue that works towards
having aspirations and a vision, but
when we get there to listen to the voices
of all four sons and daughters, with
respect I
DR TWENDY GREENGROSS I.a a member o/
executive, North Western Roforrn Synagogue.

town in the presence of the town's
inhabitants' . This seeming preference in
Judaism for democracy has been
reinforced by modern political
arrangements, whereby demo cratically
elected governments have been more
likely to pursue policies in accordance
with Jewish principles of freedom,
justice and compassion than regimes
emerging by other means.
Nowadays Liberal synagogues,
without exception, are run on
demob-ratic lines in which a written
constitution serves as the basis for the
democratic election of officers, the
accountability of financial policy and,
in many cases, the appointment of the
rabbi.

The rabbi, on the other hand, may
be the only major player in the
synagogue community who is present
by means of a process other than
democracy. The rabbi receives his or her
se772z.fr7}¢fe on the basis of his or her skills

Jewish principle on which the rabbi
feels unable to compromise and there
may be other decisions where the voice
of the rabbi is merely `one among
many'. Successful rabbis need to be
clear in any given situation how they
are functioning - and need to
communicate that clearly - so their
communities can be clear whether the
rabbis are acting as leaders of the
community, as its servants or merely as
one of its members.
The democratic nature of the
synagogue community and the rabbi's
dual role of leader and servant is a
Cgesher tsar me'od' 7L ve;ry rlz[Irorw

bridge'. Rabbinic clarity coupled with
lay person goodwill will promote a
lasting partnership in accord with the
objectives of the `Living Judaism'

project I
RABBI DANNY RICH I.s a rtzbbz. a/Kz.#grfoH
Liberal Synagogue and a J.P.

and education which is assessed by
other rabbis - a self-ordaining if not
unsuccessful elite.
The modern communal rabbi
requires many skills: a competence in
Hebrew and Aramaic, a command of
rabbinic texts, an appreciation of
Jewish history and philosophy, an
understanding of Progressive Judaism,
a knowledge of Jewish liturgy and ritual
and an ability to counsel and empathise

- and that is just by the fourth year of

PARTNERSHIP

Darmy RIch

A:::t;u:Ir?fvGeda:s::F:::J:;yc:y::
involves three principles: resolution by
majorityvote,protectionoftheminority
and consultation with those with
specialist knowledge. Thus the Hebrew
Bible wams against absolute mlers a
Samuel 8) and promotes forms of
collective leadership (Exodus 18:25-

27). This democratic bias was earned
forward by the decision to resolve
disputed issues in rabbinic law by
majority vote (Baba Metzia 59b) and by
the democratic character of the
synagogue. Although democratic in
comparison with its rival institution, the
Temple, it is not always clear how
decisionsweremadeintheearlyhistory
of the synagogue. Democracy is merely
implied in the statement that the sale of
communal property is validated when
done by `the seven good men of the
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Leo Baeck College. Despite the
acquisition of all the above skills, it is
my view that, above all, a successful

rabbi needs to understand the nature of
the synagogue community and the
rabbi's role within that structure.
The conflict arises first and foremost
from the fact that the rabbinate is about
leadership and service in the same
person. Rabbis are imbued with a
leadershiprolewhichdemandsthatthey
setthepacebutaleaderwholagsbehind
the led soon becomes a follower of
another leader, whereas leaders who are
too far ahead soon find themselves
without anyone to lead. Rabbis are
invested with a service function but a
servant who serves without initiative
soon becomes a doormat, whereas
servants who cease to serve soon find
themselves replaced.

Modern communal rabbis have to be
both unique and yet not different. They
are, on the one hand, a single voice in
the democracy of the community and
yet, on the other hand, they are - or may
be - uniquely qualified to bring Jewish
insight into communal deliberation.
Successful rabbis need to be clear which
function they fulfil at any particular
moment. There may be major issues of

AUTHORITY

chdrew Gilbert
model, a community or individual

IN TIIE
asks questions
TRADITIONAL
(s% 'ez./of) ofJEVISH
its rabbis
and works within the answers (/esfe#voJ)
given in matters of fecz/a4%ofe - law a,rLd hashgafkhah - Eluthor.Trty/

interpretation within the law. Lay
leaders are left with matters of policy.
I neither believe that in Reform
Judaism, the rabbi is the ultimate "mczrcz

d'¢frcz", master of authority in the
community, nor do I believe that the
rabbi should be seen as a communal
employee. In Reform Judaism, we have
Continued on next page

to place our communities and their lay
leadership in partnership with our
rabbis, recognising who has the lead
role in each different area of communal
concern.
In 1958, the American Conservative
Rabbi Mordecai Warman wrote in his
book Tradition And Change that
"Reform has asserted the right of

interpretation but it has rejected the
authority of the legal tradition . . . The
Conservative view is that both are
necessary for a living Judaism."
He was writing over 40 years ago,
and the Reform he refers to was
American Reform. But his mention of
a "living Judaism" is intriguing.
I would like our rabbis to be our
communal leaders in matters of Jewish
law and authority, way beyond just
matters of "Jewish status". If tliis is to
be the case, they cannot just interpret
buttheyhavetoworkwithinsomesense
of the authority of a legal tradition and
expect us to follow them. We clearly
believe there is such a legal tradition,
thoughwebelieveittobeGodinspired,
not God given. But do we actually act
on it? Amongst the mz.Jzi;oZ, few tell us

what to believe, most tell us what to do.
Reform is good on religious beliefs but
holding belief is not enough, however
correct those beliefs are.

Reform Jews are not known for
"doing even when we don't
understand", as we are instructed in
Exodus. So no rabbi can expect a
comlnunity to follow ignorantly; we
need radically to challenge the levels of
learning amongst adults in our
communities. We need to become a
community of learners. From leaming
should and must come practice and
hence action.
Whilst in religious matters rabbis are
the leaders, they have to take a

community with them. They have many
methods to achieve this, from the frontal
sermon to sfez.#7'z.in, text study, from

focus groups to synagogue magazines
and even to the use of the internet. Such
discussions are themselves key learning
opportunities.
I support the paragraph quoted from
the principles of "Living Judaism".
My challenge is to be part of the
developmentofacommunityofleamers
fit to respond to a rabbinate prepared to
take part in such "discussions".
My greater concern is what this
means concerning our `practice, as we
willbejudgedforthose,notourbeliefs.
We have to begin to make more
demands on Refomi Jews to do but that
is another discussion .
ANDREW GHjBERT I.a yz.cc Cfe¢z.r o/JtsGB.

FAMILY

Daniel Smith

avoid abusing their power but use it in
a responsibly mature marmer.
Partnership is difficult to describe.
Rabbisandlayleaderswouldbenefitby
leaning basic community skills. Do not
let any argument get personal. Be
careful not to assume that those who
agree with you are your friends and
those who disagree are your enemies.
So-called friends can easily feel
betrayed if you do not support them on
the next item on the agenda. And socalled enemies may truly admire your
leaming or commitment - they just do
not agree with you on a particular issue.
Occasionally
some.
people
maliciously oppose leaders just to
undermine them. Then the religious
challenge for leaders is. to keep their
integrity and not play the same games.
Theymustkeepministeringtotheneeds
of the community and serving to the
best of their abilities.
Struggle and tension can be
destructive or creative. The task for
modem communities is to be aware of
the distinction between a destructive
broz.gz/s' and a creative discussion.

guarantee the correct decision.
DEMOCRACY
DOES
NOT
Remember that
ten spies
said
we should go back to Egypt and only
two said we should enter Israel. The two
were right and the ten were wrong. On
the other hand, though democracy
cannot guarantee that every decision is
for the best, it can help us live with the
occasional poor decision in order to
keep a good show on the road.
Partnership is a word that I prefer to
democracy, as it implies process and
relationship rather than simple majority
voting. A simple vote may be a mere
parading of unjustified prejudices.
Partnership means listening to each
other, learning together and going
through a process for the sake of the
relationship.
History suggests that when either
rabbis or lay leaders held too much
unopposed power, the community
generally suffered. Where laity ran the
showitusuallymeantthatafewwealthy
orpowerfulpeopletookoverandJewish
knowledgeandpracticewereweakened.
Where rabbis had exclusive authority,
Judaism lost touch with reality and
stopped responding to people's needs.
Inamodemcommunitytherabbihas
little legal power because the council is
constitutionally responsible for
synagogue decisions. In practice most
rabbis have great power because the
rabbi's voice is not merely one among
many but caITies unique weight and
authority. Nevertheless it must be a
persuasive voice rather than a dictatorial
voice. The council and the rabbi must

Among the guidelines I would suggest
is to keep it to the issue and not let it
get personal. We should all be big
enoughtolosetheoccasionalargument.
Do not let disagreements become votes
of confidence.Cultivatehumilitywhich
can be defined as the willingness to
lean. Do not assume that your view is
God's view. Remember that heaven is
above us all.

Using emotional blackmail is not an
intellectually respectable argument. Noone should be allowed to threaten to
resign more than once. The second tine
they threaten, they should go. There are
some issues that may be matters of great
principle but we should have as few
resigning principles as possible.
Let me translate it into finily terms.
A good family is not an entirely
democratic institution but it is a
partnership. What kind of family or

community do you want - one which
kow-tows resentfully to every
suggestion the authorities make, or one
in which people are constantly
threatening to leave, or one in which
everyone feels valued and can bring
their own insights, wisdom and humour
into the situation?
In the end it comes down to
developing a mature and responsible
relationship. Rabbis and councils do not
have to agree but they do have to live
with each other and a little fondness and
respect can go a long way I
RABBI DANIEL SNITH z's Se#!.or A4z.72z.sfer o/
Edgware & District Reform Synagogue.
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amazing when yo.u're sitting in a
congregation which includes upward of
five or six rabbis, top Jewish educators,
and Israeli and Anglo Reform and
Conservative/Masorti Jews. Dinner,
lovely veggie food and the expected
doses of tuneful, tasteful singing.
Shabbat moming services flowed into
Torah debates and lunch, and walks and
talks.Ands'e#c7cz%s'fe/isfez.£(thirdsabbath

meal). And feavdeJczfe, arrange pencil

box, pack bag, set alarm and sleep.
Eleven hours later we crawl out. My
brain was sore. Stiff, bruised and
grumpy. And tended to conk out at
crucial moments. We barely had a
chance to say our names and where we
were from when they had us preparing
a Mishnah and accompanying Talmud
text.
Basically `a day in the life' looks like
this: we get up at an urmentionable
hour, shower, hoping that the electricity
did not trip in the night in which case it
is cold, hop on the bicycle to make it in
time for 6:30 Mishnah class, a quick
%cz/czfrfe¢fe tidbit at 7 : 00am and then 7 :20

is sfeczchczrz.f, quick breakfast and then

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF

JERUSALEAA
Greg Alexander

J;:t:=s::i;;¥-c:o:t::sDau:p:i

So it is against this sweeping backdrop
that I invite you to focus on Jerusalem,
I;erushalayim,Al-quds,thacttyofgold,

Western Wall playing the harp and

and a little closer, to a small )/esfez.vcz%

telling you that they are Dczvz.d
ffczmeJecfe reincarnated. It means the

on the corner of two busy streets
opposite a 24-hour supermarket. It is

many faces Yerushalayim shows you
and the complexity of living with them.
I arrived here after having lived for
three weeks in a famer's field in Wales,
working on RSY's teenage camp. I had
rushed from finishing my second year
at Leo Baeck College, to working on
camp, to jumping on a 'plane to Tel
Aviv. I arrived to find a country that was
- and still is - struggling with the way

here, at the Conservative )/eLsfez.vcz%, that

to make peace. Slfea/o772 is a word that is

ironically used equally by the left peace through negotiations with the
Palestinians - and the right - peace
through security from the attacks of the
Palestinians. What is common to both
is the agreement that there is an absence
of it right now. And that is palpable,
touchable, breathable. It is in the small
talk, the newspapers, the television
shows, the faces of people on the street.

I have been spending my year, the third
in my Rabbinic programme at Leo
Baeck College.
Baruch hashem, oi b'voi, lai Iai Iai,
yababaibaibai,±a.:rr+at+asia.yeshivah
bocfeer again. The Conservative

)/esfez.v¢fe - we have demanded that they

the rest of the moming is spent leaning
Talmud.
The system is that you prepare the
texts in ch¢vratfc!fe, pairs - that's Marc

and me - and then you discuss them
withthewholeclassledbyyourteacher.
My university thought that the best
way of getting the most facts into the
most heads was to cram huge lecture
halls with yawning undergraduates and
get a person with lots of impressive
degrees to talk at them for an hour and
a half. In the );esfez.va% world, you sit

opposite your study partner, between
you is a table with your open g'77!czrczfe

and for the next couple of hours you
work your way through the text
together. The chczvr#}¢fe relationship is

something like a marriage - you are
ostensibly studying a text but there is
far more going on than that. You spend
an intense amount of time together,
share most of the big issues of your lives
together and challenge each other
intellectually, spiritually and morally
and in trials of patience too. How do

find a more imaginative name - rolled
into action in September last year and
pretty much rolled right over Greg. We
started on a Sunday morning at 7:20,
and the saddest part is - that was a late
start. More than a bit of a shock to the
system . . . like wrapping one's tongue
around an electricity pylon.

you listen to each other? Do you respect
the other's different opinion? If one is
senior in learning or the other in
quickness of thought, can they get the
infomiation acro s s without humiliating
each other?
That takes us to 1 :00. There follows

I arrived here, had a great Sfeczbbczf,

forrn of edhor I;anach, Halakhah or
Parshat Hashavua (weekly Tora.A

went to Kol Haneshamah, the glamour
Refomi shut of Jerusalem, where the
jzebz7e does deep breathing and every
Anglo in town meets to meet. It is

mz.72chcrfe, lunch. The afternoon takes the

Portion) classes. Except Thursdays
when the moming is Jewish philosophy
and in the aftemoons we each do a
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g 'milut chasadim, social a,choc project
of our choice in the city - Mare and I
workwithanorganisationcalledRabbis
for Human Rights. At the beginning of
the year we were helping Bedouin
families complete their houses - the
houses were left half-built by the Israeli
government who moved them off an
area of land with the promise that they
would compensate them with houses.
Aftertheyhadmoved,half-waythrough
the building, the government withdrew
funding and what you see is bizarre the empty concrete shells of houses with
comigated iron shacks or tents next to
them where the families live. Basically,
it looked like areas of Soweto or
Gugulethu or any South African
township you might care to mention.
There is no electricity and in the winter
they suffer from the cold and the rain.
The rabbi who takes us out told us that
theysleephuddledtogetherforwarmth.
It is hard to hear this when you are
staring across the valley at the thriving
new Jewish settlement with big
apartment blocks gleaming in the sun. I
just feel it is outrageously un-Jewish.
Since the situation deteriorated we have
not been allowed to go out to their area.
That is frustrating but understandable.
E-mail updates are obtained from the
Rabbis for Human Rights at
info@rhr.israel.net.
In the evenings, there is the chance
to seek out teachers from around
Jerusalem who give sfez.24rz.772 in various

places and after that I come home, phaff
around and fail miserably in getting to
bed before one o'clock.
It is an amazing way to lean. When
you feel you should be exhausted, there
is that adrenaline buzz of leaning and
the beg.f 7#z.c7rtzs'fe, the study room where

everyone prepares their texts, has a
constant hubbub of men and women
struggling over the text. No-one lectures
here, they discuss. They throw out ideas
and you throw yours back and that is a
very exciting way to leam. We are
engaged, we are learning together,
teacher and students. It is a very
refreshing attitude to education,
considering some of these teachers are
rabbis with PhDs and 40 or 50 years of
learningbehindthem,yettheyarenever
finished learning. I am happy.
Amongst all of this I have had the
opportunity to see what I can of Israel.
I have spent time down on Kibbutz
Lotan, one of the two kibbutzim set up
by the Reform Movement.
In the three years since I was last
there, so much has moved on. Besides
making the desert bloom, Reform
Zionism, inter faith and Arab-Israeli
dialogue, the kibbutz has embraced two
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Af iter they had moved, half :way
through the building Of the Bedouin
houses , the goverrment withdrew

fiunding and what you see is
bizarre - the empty conarete shells
Of houses with corrugated iron
shacks or tents next to them where
these Bedouin families live.
niche areas - birdwatching and ecology
- and is making something great out of

Refomi shuls, to the Shlomo Carlebach

both. The first is because it is on the
armual migratory flightpath. The birds
stop off to rest in the green date groves,

minyanim, a, 1egeridary Shabbat
morning service that only happens once

and the keen birdwatcher can see rare
species from around the world in one
captive venue. The watchers are captive,
the birds are wild.
The second is truly creative. Using
Jewish sources they have taken on the
challenge Of ba 'al tashchit, the mitzvah
of not destroying the environment,
through some exciting projects. Around
their organic garden which, with the
help of the manure from the re/ef, dairy,
provides fresh fruit, herbs and
vegetables for the kibbutz, they have
used junk from daily life, like tyres,
bottles, cardboard and tin to make kids'
playgrounds,
walls,
tables,
a
composting toilet, even small buildings
from energy-saving dome structures.
They invite groups from around the
world to come and learn the connection
between ecology and Judaism and how
it is possible to live your ideals as a
community.
I have been on archaeological trips
to Qulnran where the Dead Sea Scrolls

were found and to Beit Guvrin, the site
of ancient cave-homes of Canaanite
tribes; on a weekend seminar with the
young adult group of the Israeli Reform
Moive"e;rfu, on yeshivah Shabbatonim
and weekend escapes to Tel Aviv. I have
walkedathreedaypilgrimagewithJews
who have decided to reinstate walking
to Jerusalem on Pesach, Shavuot and
Sukkot, sleeping in the forests on the
way - more about their philosophy at
www.geocities.corn/aliya-laregel - but
most of all I have had the chance to
explore Jerusalem. Every Sfeczbbczf I

have tried to experience a different shut,
from Kol Haneshamah or Har E1, the

dancing mz.7z);cz#z.in and the Leder

a month on the Sfeczbbaf before Rosfe
C7zodes%. It starts at 8 :00am and finishes
at 2pm. It is wild. Every #z.gggm,

wordless tune, that ever existed seems
to get Jz.e-/I.e-/I.ed and there are people

right across the religious spectnm there
- the main distinguishing feature
besides the length is the fact that both
men and women /e);7c, read, and are
called up to the Torah - even though
there is a 7„ecfejJzczfe and most of the

regulars are clearly Orthodox. I have
tried
Conservative,
Sephardi,
Reconstructionist, Hasidic, neo- Hasidic
and more. Not satisfied with that, we
have also started our own traditional
egalitarian - "trad-egal" for those in the
know - Friday night and Sfeabbczf
moming mz.#);cz7e started up by a group
from the )/cs fez.1/a% and JTS (Jewish

theological seminary) who wanted to
dczve7c a traditional service but giving

equal rights to men and women without
separation or distinction. The bonus is
that the group are gifted with the most
beautiful voices, so the services are
inspiring. I have walked the Muslin and
Christian quarters of the Old City and
seen the sunset on just about every hill
of the area.
This place is under my skin. It is a

fascinating mishmash of cultures,
religions and politics, all complicated
for me by my Jewishness. It is not
possible to remain in the bubble of

leaming with the news of what goes
aroundyou,but1stillprefertobeherel
G:REG AIR:XANDER is a third year Rabbinic
student from South Africa, studying at Leo
Baeck College. He and Andi ifrom Hungary)
married on 23rd May 2001. MANNA wishes
them both Mazal Tov.
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This is the final article in a trilogy concerning Britain's new
Holocaust Memorial Day. In our Jamary issue, MANNA 70,
we looked at the first Holocaust Memorial Day in anticipation.
In MANNA 71 we published two ardcles relating to the day itself.
In this final consideration Of the issue, MANNA irrvited
Rabbi Dr. Jonathan Romain to evaluate Jarmary 's commemoration
and to discuss whether it was really worthwhile.

with some rare shared events, while in
Southport the Orthodox and Reform
rabbis participatedjointly in a religious
service in public for the first tine. But
there were also four major problems
with the Day, which some may think
out-weigh the benefits.
The first is that the Day also
producednegativereactions.Therewere
accusations, in newspaper columns,
letter pages and on local radio 'phoneins, that Jews were living in the past,
"can't let go" and were "dredging up

things that happened before half the
country was born".
Therewasaresentmentbysomethat
they were being "made to feel guilty for
what happened to the Jews" when
Britain was one of the few European
countries not to have persecuted its
Jews.

'`1 HJIVE REMEJVLBERED

ALnEADT+7
Jonathan Romain
against those whom you like or
TAKING
admireAcan
PUBLIC
be hard. Yet
STANCE
it seems
to me that following the first
Holocaust Memorial Day in January
2001, the verdict has to be that it was a
mistake,albeitundertakenbyverygood
people with the best of intentions.
It was mistaken despite the fact that
there were many moving ceremonies up
and down the country. These included
services, choral recitals, tree-plantings,
exhibitions, lectures, plaque unveilings
were supported by local church leaders,
mayors and M.P.s. It was mistaken also
despite the BBC's televised ceremony
which was superb, conducted with great
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sensitivity and profundity, and with an
imaginative and inclusive range of
speakers.

Fergal Keane and Bob Geldof were
especially challenging, while the Prine
Ministermadeanimportantpointabout
the problem with which each one of us
has to grapple - that it is right to value
our own particular tradition and
peoplehood, yet wrong to allow that to
exclude others and to dehunanise them.
The organisers of the Day can
congratulate themselves on achieving
massive media coverage. They inspired
many genuinely meaningful events. It
also had the side-effect of bringing local
Progressive and Orthodox Jews together

The question of suffering also arose
uncomfortably. Because the day was
named after a Jewish tragedy, rather
than having a more general title such as
Genocide Day, some felt that Jews were
trying to assert a monopoly on suffering
while many other groups were
oppressed, too. The fact that the
organisers frequently said the Day
should be inclusive carried little weight
against the message taken from the
Day's exclusively Jewish title.
It was claimed that the Day raised
awkward questions at a tine when there
was a perceived role reversal of victims
and persecutors involving Jews in the
Middle East, with Palestinians being the
modem Davids and Israelis having the
Goliath role. Many a voice was heard
asking "Why pity the Jews of the 1940s
when their descendants are acting
almost as brutally to Palestinians
today?". We may deny the comparison,
but we cannot stifle the feeling amongst
some non-Jews that Jews have not learnt
the lessons we are asking them to learn.
Other objections were from those
whowereconcemedthattheDaywould
overshadow Amistice Day, which is
struggling to maintain its impact. The
unspoken text was "The Jews are taking
over everything. Now their losses are
even more important than the British
soldiers who fell in the line of duty andwhowerehelpingtosavethemfrom
the Nazis!"
There was also concern amongst
Jews themselves that the Day
emphasised Jews as victims and

inadvertently perpetuated the Nazi
stereotypes for a whole new generation
rather than burying those images in the
past.

Some of these criticisms may be
dismissed as spurious or misinformed.
But perceptions have a validity of their
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own.

The

combination of such

perceptions in a wide circle of people
throughoutthecountrymeantthatthere
was a certain backlash against the Day,
or at least a feeling of discomfort.
Thesecondproblemiswhathappens
next. It has already been made clear
that the Prime Minister will not be
attending again and the BBC will
not be producing another central
commemoration. The message is that
"now it's up to local organisers". But

without such central support and media
backing there will be far less
enthusiasm.
It also has to be admitted that even
this year's local events attracted only a
limited number of people - often those
who "ought" to be there in a
representative capacity, like the clergy
and dignitaries, or who would be
expected to be interested, such as
Council of Christians and Jews
members - and did not galvanise
popular involvement or reach wider
circles.

In addition, with the day itself falling
on a Sabbath, a number of ceremonies
relied on an automatic Jewish audience
who were attending synagogue services
anyway, but who might be much less
preparedtocomeouttoaseparateevent.
It is debatable too, whether Jews
wish regularly to observe yet another
Holocaust event after yo" fzczs7zoczfe and
7?sfecz a '4i/, while non-Jewish schools

alreadyhaveAmeFrankDay.Theterln
`Holocaust-fatigue'isnotapleasantone

but it is being increasingly used within
and without the Jewish community.
Thereisarealdangerthatthenovelty
of Holocaust Memorial Day will
quickly wear off, that observance of it
will become increasingly muted and
eventually peter out. It is important to
note that the Day is supposed to be a
national event, not a Jewish one. Having
a Holocaust Day that virtually no one
observes would be worse than not
having a day at all.
The third problem is strategic: that
by establishing a Holocaust Memorial
Day it will permit the world to forget,
because it will now be conveniently
boxed away to one day a year and allow
people to ignore it the rest of the time.
Rather like telling charity collectors "I
have given already", so the Day will
allow us to say "I have remembered
already-nowletmegetonwithwhat's
really inportant".
Perhaps, given the ever-increasing
passage of time from the Holocaust,
institutionalising it is the only way to
retain any commemoration at all. Then
it has to be acknowledged that what we
are organising is a gradual goodbye to
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the impact of the Holocaust, rather than
a challenging new development.
The fourth problem concerns the
central failure both of the Day itself and
most other forms of Holocaust

The term
`Holocoust-

f ;edgue ' is

not a pleasant
one but it
is being
inoreasingly
used within
and without
the Jewish

reality of `twhere the children are at" has
much less on Dutch Jewry and much
more on black-white relations in Britain
today.
Concentrating on that issue - or
working to integrate new immigrants,
or to teach English to asylum seekers might be more productive than erecting
any further Holocaust plaques. It poses
the question whether reinforcing Arme
Frank Day - which is already
established in many a school calendar might not have been better than
inventing a new Day altogether.
Ultimately a proper evaluation of
Holocaust Memorial Day as a national
event cannot be carried out until a
decade has passed since its inception providing that by then it has not already
lapsed into obscurity in the country at
large. Jews will always remember, but
will the rest of the population? I
RABBI DR JONATHAN ROMAIN I.a
Minister Of Maidenhead Synagogue, as well as
a writer and broadcaster. His latest book "Your
God Shall Be My God" on religious corrversion
in Britain has just been published by SCM Press.

community.
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commemoration until now. They fail to
address the charge that `Never Again"
is a brave cry but totally futile. Biafra,
Cambodia, Rwanda and Bosnia all show
that it is capable of happening again and
again and again.
In view of the number of miniholocausts that have arisen since 1945,
the Day is more of a protest against
humanbehaviourthanabeaconofhope
for the future. Pious talk about
"Memory is the moral guardian of
humanity" sounds good but does not
match reality. Tlying to find a way of
making "Never Again" ring true is
where our energies might better be put.
In evaluating Holocaust Memorial
Day,thekeyquestionisnotwhetherthe
first one was a successful media event
but whether the format of an armual
nationalcommemorationisthebestway
of keeping its memory alive amongst
the population as a whole.
Bearing in mind its lack of relevance
to the vast maj ority of British non-Jews
today, it seems unlikely that it will take
root in long-term public consciousness.

The witing is already on the wall in the
form of the revised Anne Frank
Exhibition which, recognising the
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Does Rabbi Middleburgh feel so
intimidated by the way in which some
other Jews distort the meaning of these
ideas that we should really never let
them pass our lips again?
He is right to notice the width of the
gulf that divides us from the fJczredz.
community. It is said that the Principal
of Yeshiva University, New York, was
chided by a %czsz.dz.c rebbe for "posing

too difficult a question" when he asked
whether he too, a mere "modern
Orthodox" rabbi, would be included in
the rebbe's notion of fr '/cz/ )/isrcze/. And

NI ARE ONE
COMMUNITY

yet, a more open-minded and leading
rabbi of the Stamford IIill community
was able to say to me recently, albeit in
private: "There is more to unite us than
to divide us. Please stay in touch".
It is hard for us even to recognise the
intellectual credentials of many of the
Orthodox rabbinate today, so many of
whomhavereceivedtheirtraininginthe
very narrow world of East-Europeaninspired );esfez.voz and almost nowhere

else. To them the "war" with "Reform"
is still the nineteenth century battle

Elkan Presman

against the fzasrfeczJcz% q=nlightenment).

To the more "modem" of them it may
be perhaps the continuation of the
battles of Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch

inconsistencies at the heart of
THERE
Rabbi ARE
Charles Middleburgh's
CURIOUS

these are such important elements in the
notion of Jewish destiny that we
absolutely must place the concept of

in the Frankfurt of 150 years ago.
Shall we therefore treat the notion

articleonk'/CZJ);isrtze/-"thecommunity

k'/cz/ );z.srcze/ at the centre of our

of Israel" -in the last issue of MANNA.
He concedes that the "mantra of k'/cz/

thinking, not as a mere mantra, but as a
guiding principle of our Judaism. The
Central Conference ofAmerican Rabbis
(CCAR) got it about right in their 1999
Pittsburgh Statement of principles: "We

does, as a mere "pious hope" andjust a
"cruel weapon" used by the eneniies of

};z.s'r¢e/ is all very well, to a greater or
lesser extent, when it encompasses a

sense of connection with one's fellow
Jews or even when it denotes a sense of
involvement in the continuum of Jewish
history". Against that, his distaste for
the notion is so profound that he argues
that "wellbalanced Jews" should throw
away "the mantra of fa'/ar/ );I.srcze/ and
never let it pass their lips again". And
by rejecting the notion of "one people",
as he explicitly does, he appears to
distance himself from the k '/c!/ )/I.srcze/
concept, even in its sense of "connection
with fellow Jews".
His general thrust seems to be this.
The expression k'lal yisrael ±s
sometimes used as a mantra which
degrades our self-respect as Progressive
Jews and allows Orthodox Jews to
manipulate us into subservience or even
self-degradation. He is right to wan
against that danger. But nothing that he
writes supports the notion that "a sense
of connection with one's fellow Jews"
or "a sense of involvement in the
continuum of Jewish history" are in
themselves so worthless that we should
never let these notions pass our lips.
On the contrary; I would argue that
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of fr '/cz/ j;z.srcze/, as Rabbi Middleburgh

Jewish people, and to fr'/cz/ );z.srtze/, the

pluralism? Let me declare a religious
interest in both piety and hope. There
is surely a case for saying that without
the pious hopes of the past we would
not be here today. Secondly, if those
who see themselves as our enemies
deploy cruel weapons against us, shall
wejust retreat and, in doing so, abandon
the very pluralism which they seek to
destroy?
Mere pious hopes and mantras? In
May of this year, over six hundred Jews
fromacrossthecommunitygatheredfor

entirety of the community of Israel.

a yo77! £z.77!772c{d (Day of Leaning), in

Recognising that fro/ Hs7`cze/ czrei/z.772 ze%

South London, of all places. The event
was organised under the auspices of
"Limmud", perhaps the foremost fr'Jcz/

are Israel, a people aspiring to holiness,
singled out through our ancient
covenant and our unique history among
the nations to be witnesses to God's
presence. We are linked by that covenant
and that history to all Jews in every age
and place. We are committed to the
mitzvah of ahavat Yiiisrael, +owe For the

bcz-ze%, all Jews are responsible for one

another, we reach out to all Jews across
ideological
and
geographical
boundaries. We embrace religious and
cultural pluralism as an expression of
the vitality of Jewish communal life in
Israel and the Diaspora".

}Jz.srczeJ organisation of our time. This
was not pious hope. This was its

concrete realisation. In the same month,
the UJIA published its Three Year Plan
for Jewish Renewal, both a practical and

A more open-rrinded and leading rabbi Of the
Stamf;ord Hill community was able to say to me
recently, albeit in private: "There is more to uni,te
us than to divide us. Please stay in touch" .
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inspirational document, which draws on
the work of scholars from various
aspects of our traditions, but which
manages to avoid mention of any of
their denominational groups by name.
Mere mantra? I think not. Shall we just
call it a hard-nosed implementation of
the notion of fa'/a/ }7isrcre/? And every

American Jewish Community Centre is
a living embodiment of fr'/a/ );isrcze/
which British Jewry would do well to
aspire to emulate.
The Central Conference ofAmerican
Rabbis did indeed have it about right,
and in the commentary published by
them on the 1999 Pittsburgh Principles,
theysaidthis:"Thelastyearsofthe20th
century found Jews in different
movements attacking each other on
many different grounds. With the dawn
of a new century there seemed to be a
new desire to remind ourselves of the
implications of czfeczvczz Hsr¢e/ - love of

Israel - and of the belief that what
happens to one group of Jews will affect
them all - the view that "all Jews are
responsible for one another" (literally,
"all Jews are sureties for one another").
Reform Jews. . . need to take the
initiativetoestablishdialoguewithJews
with whom we disagree . . . The more
contact we have with each other, the
more we will understand each other and
demonstrate what we as Refomi Jews
really stand for, rather than what those
who do not know us imagine we stand
for.„
Professor Amold Eisen, in his 1983

book:. The Chosen People in America,
described one aspect of the theological
j oumey ofAmerican Reform in a single
paragraph: "Reform, having abrogated
the authority of the 7#z.£zvof, found in
`mission' a rhetoric of activity which

mythologised and legitimated a
relatively contentless Judaism."
However, `mission' itself proved too
elitist a rhetoric in egalitarian America
and so some in the movement fell back
in the second generation on the original
substance to which the rhetoric had been
intended to move its audience universalist ethics. Then, recoiling from
the loss of meaning to Jewish
identification implied by such a
completely universalist commitment,
the movement eventually found its way
back to the symbol of chosemess and
thequalifiedaffimationofparticularity.
Neither Reform's beliefs nor its level
of prescribed observance were
compatible with the doctrine of
chosennesstraditionallyunderstood.An
ideologywhichinvokedelectiondespite
the lack of prerequisites to its
affirmation was called in to fill the gap".
Since then, we have had Professor

the re-statement of Progressive Jewish
principles, everything points to the
notion of the community of Israel as
being central to our Jewish purpose. For
many Jews, it is hard to talk about or
even think about the theology of their
Jewishness but much easier to
acknowledge and to act on a deep sense
of their identity as Jews. Unless we
accommodate that reality in our
rhetoric, our mantras and our hopes,
both pious and practical, we will be
failing in our mission.
Rabbi Richard Hirsch, former
Executive Director of the World Union
for Progressive Judaism, put it well in a
1980 article in which he reflected on his
first few years of living in Israel: "Let
us respond to the thrust of Jewish
peoplehood which has prevented
abstract reason from taking precedence
over tradition, which has reinstated the
Ko/ IVz.dre, retained Hebrew as our
essential language of prayer and refused
to let convenience set the Jewish
calendar. Let us not be ashamed of
asking the question "A4lczfe yo77zr#
fJcz)/efecjdz.772," - how shall Jews react -

as we are now in retrospect ashamed of

Eisen's own 1998 book jzeffez.7zfrz.72g

having so often asked the question "A4lczfe

Modern Judaism which seeks to
reinterpret Judaism by focusing on

yomr# fJogo);z.in" - How will non-Jews
react. By all means let us "be ourselves,"
a reforming, progressing movement
within fr '/cz/ j;z.srcze/, which can respond
to the challenges of the changing
circumstances and perceptions of
Jewish peoplehood."
Rabbi Middleburgh seems to see a
commitment to fr '/cz/)/i.s7'¢e/ as a danger
to our Progressive religious integrity.
On the contrary, as the CCAR
commentary to the 1999 Principles puts
it: ``This does not mean that we should
avoid taking principled stands that are
at odds with the rest of world Jewry. It
does mean that we should make every
effort to help other Jews understand the
reasons for our decisions so they may
better empathise with us, even as we
need to empathise with the reasons for
their opposition." For "empathy with"
try reading "respect for''. God forbid
that we should expect a respect from
others that we are not willing to afford
to them. Is this the real problem? Has
Rabbi Middleburgh allowed the "deep
distaste" that he avowedly feels for
some of the Orthodox fraternity to cause
him to reject outright the very notion

Jewishpracticeratherthanontheology;
as well as the 1999 Pittsburgh
Principles, only one paragraph of which
I have managed to refer to in this article.
Whether our goal is `Jewish
survival', Jewish personal fulfilment, or

Of k'lal yisraen 1
ELKAN PRESMAN cz/n.e#f/y ferves o# Cfee
Board Of RSGB. He believes passionately that

Elkanpresmanaddressingafindralsingdirmerfiorachauedilustitwhonatthehomeof
the late Chiof Rabbi Of the United Hebrew Congregahous Rabbi lmmaouel Jakobovitz.

Reform Judaism is the authentic contenporary
voice of our tradition. He is also an active
member Of a United Synagogue and sometimes
drea:rrls Of retiring to Bnei Brak. He believes his
position to be intellectually consistent.
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Akiva School was the, f irst Progressive Jewish Prinary
School in Britain and is nearly 20 years old. Its reputation
has grown and grown and has undoubtedly infouenced the
crecdion Of two fu:rther schools with tJuree more in the
pipeline. A Progressive Jewish Secondary School is now
under consideration. We asked a group Of Akiva

graduntes, now in the sixth i;orm and thinking about
university to tell us what difference it had made going to
Akiva, how they fielt about their secondary school and its
response to their Jewishaess , how comf ;ortable they f elt
about being Jewish at school and whether being Jewish
would have any effect on their choice Of university.

TWENTY YEARS ON

being teITified) did help the transition

from a small community to a much
larger school. At JFS I had the
opportunity to mix with Jewish people

from many different sectors of the
community both socially and
religiously. The main impact on me at
the time was my surprise at the lack Of
Jewish knowledge and practice of many
fellow pupils. This was somewhat of a
shock to me, since at Akiva I had not
been subject to mono-cultural
disparities on such a large scale as I had
found at JFS.
Coming from a non-Orthodox
school/environment I felt more
challenged at JFS by the Jewish Studies.
I feel this challenge played a great part
in my interest and successes at the
school, such as receiving the GCSE
prize for Jewish Studies.
Moreover, because all Jewish
secondary schools in the UK are
Orthodox foundations, as a Masorti Jew
this raised many issues throughout my
tine at JFS. Some of the main conflicts
I have experienced Jewishly in the
school arose from the biased views of
some of the Jewish Studies staff.
Equally however some members of the
Jewish Studies staff, both rabbinic and
lay, respected my views when they

diverged from their own and, after

HOME

Joel Burman
school for six years before moving

IATTENDED
to my secondary
AKIVA
education
PRIMARY
at JFS
where I am currently completing my
A-levels - a total of thirteen years
Jewish education!
In choosingAkiva
for me, my parents enabled me to gain
confidence in my own Jewishness and
attitudes. It is this foundation of
knowledge and nurturing of my Judaism
at Akiva that has aided me the most
throughout my secondary education.
Although I am confident that my main
source of Jewish education has come
from JFS, I carmot deny the importance
of the Jewish education at Akiva. I now
recognise that I was somewhat of a late
developer and therefore I don't believe
I was receptive to many aspects of
Jewish education offered at Akiva
including, for example, Ivrit.
When I firstjoined JFS, colning from
and going to a Jewish school was not of
significance to me. Yet in retrospect, the
fact that I had at least one thing in
common with everybody else @esides
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discussion, we agreed to disagree.
Although I understand that JFS is an
Orthodox school, just as Akiva is
Liberal/Reform, I feel the inability of
JFS to embrace other forms of Judaism
denies students access to many highly
beneficial Jewish sources such as youth
movements and casts a negative shadow
over modem Orthodoxy in terms of its
relationship with the wider Jewish
community. This, more than anything
else, will stick with me as I leave JFS
this summer.
Having been to both a Jewish

primary and secondary school has
brought me both benefits and
disadvantages. I have leant very little
about other religions and cultures and
right up to the present I have never had
any long standing non-Jewish friends.
As I prepare to move onto university I
find Judaism playing a small part in my
plans. In fact one of the things I aln most
looking forward to about university is
being able to mix with a more diverse
group of people. Slightly more
upsetting, however, is the fact that, to a
certain degree, I feel I have currently
been put off continuing life in a
predominantly Jewish environment.
This is reflected in my choice of gap
year project, when I plan to go to Costa
Rica with a youth development charity,
specifically aimed at bringing together
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people of mixed backgrounds, as
opposed to a scheme such as A4lczcho72

(year course in Israel).
I aln secure in the knowledge that the
greatest Jewish influence on me has
beenmyhomelifeandthat1willalways

return for my portion of chicken
sOup!!.
JOEL BURMAN I.s af L/f7l£, a /ewz.srfe sfafe
coinprehensive school in North West London.
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SONGS

Rafi Cooper
L£Lo§d#=[£L=a:aLy|ehAess::;s:?fe::
actions, a comment that my mother
made rang true for me: `We learnt all of
the actions at the Akiva seders'. And it
is true - we were teaching everyone the
`moos' and `meows' because I learnt

them at primary school. Not only that,
but1washelpingtoleadbz.7ihez%cz7#czzo#

competently, despite my singing voice.
Akiva both taught me these and gave
me the self-confidence to perform them
in public. Akiva set up my Jewish
education,somethingthatwillstaywith
me forever.
I do not want to sound too much like
an advertisement but I would say that
Akivahadarelaxed,Reformatinosphere,
the two words definitely not being
synonymous, that teaches both Jewish
andsecularsubjectsinamannerthatwas
both educational and fun. The difference
between Akiva `graduates' and those
fromotherschoolsisnotstriking,though
a bond remains between my classmates
and me, a shared experience that is
ineffablebutcertainlyexists.Iwouldsay
that each and every member of the class
of `94, without making it sound like an
American high school, has a certain
something. What that something is
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remainsdifficulttodefinebutitseparates
us from those fi.om other schools.
I left Akiva for Haberdashers'
Aske's. The Jewish environment within
Haberdashers' Aske's meant it was not
too strange and indeed one is almost in
the majority being Jewish at HABS. I
would say that I am totally comfortable
being Jewish at Haberdashers ' , though
whether that is merely my personality,
the influence of Akiva or the influence
of Haberdashers' I do not and cannot
know. Jewish assemblies, Jewish
Society lunches and events have
contributed to my time at the school.
Although being Jewish has played a
role in my post-Akiva years, having

Akiva had a
relaxed, Reform
atmosphere, the
two words
definitely not being
synonymous, that
teaches both
Jewish and secular
subjects in a
manner that was
both educational
and f iun.
t

been at Akiva my Jewish identity was
always going to be a central pat of my
life. Most of my friends are Jewish and
I still retain friends from Akiva School.
When
considering
university
application, being Jewish has played a
minimal part, despite my application to
all three
`Jewish' universities,
Birmingham, Manchester and Leeds.
A Jewish scene of some description
is offered at many universities, though
how important it will become to me is a
question that camot yet be answered. I
must add that I am going to Israel for a
year, both studying at A4lczcfeo#, and

working on kibbutz and it was my
experience with Akvia in Year 6 that
encouraged my participation in such a
progralrme.
Akiva will remain with me
throughout adulthood. Nurture
determines people and, as a result of
attending Akiva, I have come to
understand the significance of being

Jewish and of the commitments and life
thatthisentails.IthasgivenmeaJewish
background and Jewish friends. Most
importantly I now know every Jewish
song that I would ever want to know, as
well as many that I wouldn't I
RAEI COOPER is at Haberdashers' Aske's
School, an independent boys' school in outer
London.

RESPECT

Sarah Tash
years ago after spending seven years

ILEFT
FIVE
thereAKIVA
in Jewish SCHOOL
primary education.
I moved on to Henrietta Bamett, which
is a multi-faith secondary school. At
Henrietta Bamett I became friends with
Christians, Muslims, Sikhs, Jains,
Bhuddists, agnostics and atheists. The
School itself is non-denominational and
no one religion dominates any aspect
of school life.
Looking back now

I realise
something I did not appreciate at the

time of starting IE which is that Akiva
hadpreparedmetomoveintothismulticultural society by teaching me to
respect and understand other people's
faiths and backgrounds. As well as
having the Jewish educational
component, we had also studied the
wide range of backgrounds, religions
and ideologies other people hold and
were taught to appreciate their
similarities and contrasts to our own
beliefs. In this way we learned ot
understand and tolerate
other
philosophies. At Heurietta Bamett I
found religion was not taught from any
perspective. Before starting GCSEs
everyonehadreligiouseducationaspart
of the curriculum and in these lessons
we taught each other about our different

Cohiinued on next page
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religions and how we practised them.
So, from the beginning, we acquired
respect for other individuals' way of
following their faith. Throughout my
time at 118 we have had representatives
from different religions on a frequent
basis to speak in our assemblies and in
this way created interest and discussion
between peers about how we each
celebrate the rites and rituals of our
respective beliefs.

Looking back now I
realise some-thing I

did not appreciate at
the time Of starting

and celebrate my Bczf Mz.zvcrfe and take
a Jewish studies GCSE course. Since
leaving Akiva, I have still been studying
Judaism in my spare time.

I have found that going to a nonJewish school has been positive for me
in many ways as it has given me the
opportunity to broaden my knowledge
of other peoples' lives and cultures. I
have found that some of my strongest
friendships are with non-Jews but I still
maintainmyJewishfriendshipsthrough
youth movements.
Akiva made me enjoy and love the
rituals and festivals we have by making
themenjoyablefromanearlyagewhich
made them easy to understand. This will
always stay with me even later in life at

university .
SARAH TA5S;;Fl is at Henrietta Barnett School,

a selective girls' state school in Hanpstead
Garden Suburb, London.

Henrietta Barnctt
which is that Akiva

had prepared me to
move into this multicultural society by

teaching me to

respect and

understand other
people's f ;diths and

CONFIDENCE

Daniel Scott

backgrounds.
Ihaveneverfeltuncomfortablebeing
at a non-Jewish school. But sometimes
it can be difficult if teachers or peers do
not understand a particular custom or
Jewish festival. Holidays are not based
around Jewish festivals so it is difficult
at times and it can be hard taking days
off school as it is not always understood
when you need time to catch up work. I
have never had any negative response
to being Jewish at my present school
from my peers but there are some

problems - for example when friends
want me to go out on a Friday evening.
Even though I have not had Jewish
facilities at my school, being at Akiva
left me with a strong Jewish knowledge
and identity: encouraging me to go on
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A;:??=TiJ¥1!::r!:#SW=
because it was Jewish?
Akiva gave me confidence and
fostered in me a love of Israel that was
cemented by the Israel trip in my final

year and remains with me to this day.
Even now I still dip into my Israel Trip
project file, which has pride of place on
my desk.
The school year at Akiva was not

simply marked by academic tens but
alsobytheparticularJewishfestivalthat
dominated them. Whilst it would be
easy to say how this forged my Jewish
identity, I do remember feeling that I
had got one over my non-Jewish
neighbour when, at the start of each
academic year, I was leaving early each

Fridayandhavingmanydaysoffforthe
•¢Yomtovim".

As I have said, my Akiva world was
almost entirely Jewish. My friends,
teachers and social life had a Jewish
thread running through them. At age 1 1
I was ready to go out into the big world
and face secondary school.
I do remember being a little nervous
aboutmixingwithnon-Jewishboysand
having non-Jewish teachers. I needn't
have been, given that my choice of
secondary school was U.C.S.
Founded as a non-denominational
scbool it does not even require potential
pupils to state their religion on the
application form.
That is the theory. In practice - and

in my estimation - about 75% of the
pupils are Jewish. I'm also convinced
thatevenmyAsianfijendsatU.C.S.are
Jewish. I say this because. each time I
go to one their homes their mothers
seem to spend a vast amount of time
cooking.Whentheyarenotcookingthe
rest of the time is spent trying to force
me to eat!
At U.C.S I feel very comfortable
about my Judaism. There is an active
Jewish Society that arranges various
events, which I attend. Time off for the
High Holy Days is never a problem as
the school's ethos is to accommodate
the beliefs of its pupils. This allows the
more observant to leave early on
Shabbat. It does not seem to extend to
the P.E. department as school matches
for soccer and rugby very often take
place on a Saturday.
There is no doubt that the vast
majority of my school friends are Jewish
but then again so are the friends I have
made outside school. Almost certainly,
when choosing a university, a strong
Jewishpresencewouldbeamajorfactor
in helping me decide.
Is it because I am particularly
observant or religious? I can't say that
it is. Do I feel uncomfortable in an
exclusively non-Jewish environment?
No I don't. If I am totally honest with
myself I probably feel more
comfortable with friends who share the
same life-experience as me. That is not
to say that it should be to the exclusion
of meeting and mixing with a wide
range of people.
I suppose that, in life, many things
define us. We are variously, "Jews",
``Londoners", or, heaven forbid
"gooners". I suppose that whatever else
I do in life, to some people I will always

be "An Akiva Boy"I
DiENIEL SCOTT is at University College
School, an independent boys' school in
Hampstead, I.ondon.
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than I thought and eventually I had to
give it up.

PRIDE

Abi Heilbron

When I was looking around at which
university I would like to go to, before
I even looked at a prospectus I checked
whether there was a J.Soc., however
small. I also decided that I would prefer
going somewhere where there was a
Reform synagogue as I think that,
however little I am involved, it will be
nice to know that it is there. In the end
the two places that I have chosen are
Leeds and Birmingham, as far as I know
two universities with the biggest Jewish
social scene around.
Despite having very little Jewish
input from school, I have continued to
be an active member of RSY and since

Jewish Studies A-level.

Group (B¢7i/Bczf A4lz./zi;czfe clas ses) taking

When thinking about how my
personality may have been influenced
by my early education, the thought
crossed my mind that going to a Jewish
prim,any school might close one's mind
to tolerating and understanding other
religions. I dismissed this thought
almost instantaneously. Being given a
Jewish identity from school as well as
home meant that, along with the special
connection I felt with other Jewish
people, I was also taught how to be
tolerant towards others. Jewish history
teaches us about the pain of being the
victim and should therefore increase our
understanding of the difficult situations
of others.
As a child I think that I was easily
influenced and I feel that if I had not
been given the opportunity to have
Judaism surrounding me at school I
would not be able now to feel part of a
close-knit community wherein I am
never alone. I would not have had the
interest that I do in my history and
identity. I feel no desire to have
experienced a different primary school
as1haveyettoexperienceaplacewhere
I feel as comfortable and welcome as I
did at Akiva.
Although1amluckyenoughtohave
astrongJewishidentityfrommyfamily,
there are many children who do not have
a sense of Judaism in their homes. It is
for children such as these that I believe
a Jewish education is necessary; as the
senseofbelongingtoalargecommunity
and knowing who you are and where
you come from has to be one the of the
most important aspects of life. It is clear
to me that going to a Jewish primary
schoolhasplayedalargepartinmaking
me into the person I am todayl

on two pupils and now ending my time
All in all I felt comfortable with
being Jewish in a non-Jewish school
although I did always feel "one of the
Jews". I am not sure whether that is a
good thing or a bad thing but it has

always made me proud I
ABI REELBRON I.sr cr/ £crtymer, a se/ecfz.ve

nixed state school in Erfield, London.

D+

IDENTITY

Avital Pearlman

to be Jewish - and I set up and ran an
Israeli dance troop and a small 4Jez773er
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abouttheweek'sSz.d7itzfeandwishingthat

through Finchley Reform's Friday

and I remember one of my friends
saying during the High Holyday period
that they would quite like to be Jewish

band so that Jewish culture was
represented in the school's now armual
cultural evening. Although we had a few
Jewsinthegroupweweredelightedthat
pupils from all backgrounds joined in
to lean about pat of our culture just as
we joined in with other cultural groups.
I started doing GCSE Hebrew
outside school. Tfying to fit it into a tight
timetable turned out to be a lot harder

It suprised me to realise that when I
thought back to my days at Akiva, my
immediate memories all containe.d
aspects of Judaism. I will never forget
Thursday momings when we spoke

my Bczf A4lz.fzvczfe I have progressed

jealous of us taking time off for %czgr.7„

as we never seemed to be in school.
Neither teachers nor pupils could
understand how we could not get our
homework done when we had all this
tine off school.
When we were in the fifth year, two
ofmyclosestfriends-whoalsohappen

77cezttzch and every Friday the Sfeczbb¢f
candles were lit.

I had asked my dad what it was about,
so that I could answer all the questions.
I do not doubt that having such
memories and experiences from Akiva
lit the flame of my interest in Judaism
andkeptitbuminginmycurrentschooI,
which is not a Jewish school. I have
gone on to take Jewish Studies GCSE
and I am currently studying for my

there as head /ey7!z.ng teacher.

is hard for anyone but leaving a
LEAVING
PRIMARY
small Jewish
schoolSCHOOL
like Akiva
is especially hard. Six-form entry nonJewish secondary school makes a very
big difference. It took me a long time
to that it was up to me now to know
that a festival was approaching and that
I needed to prepare for it. I was lucky
in that I had two of the other 15 Jews in
my year in my class, one other Refomi
member and one Orthodox boy. This
meant that when we did the little
Judaism that we did in RE, we were the
ones who did most of the teaching. Our
teacher was very concerned about
teaching it `wrong' with us in the class.
I did find studying the Holocaust very
hard and I did not feel comfortable with
the way that it was taught. I think that
sometimes the rest of the class were

do with the warm environment but also
the fact that on every door was a

I am today if I had attended a
non-denominational
school
WOULD
I BE TIIE PERSON

rather than Akiva?
Learning about our Jewish heritage
at Akiva brought a sense of community
to the school. Whether this sense of
community occurs in every primary
school I am not sure but I felt that going
to my school was like going to my
second home. This was not merely to

AVITAL PEARLMAN I.s crj IVorffe fo#do#
Collegiate, an independent girls' school in
North West London.
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ivl%NINIA
ESSAIY
BUILDING BRIDGES
LEAVING GORGES
Edward Kessler
Some mpuths ago, Marous Braybrooke, an Amglhan priest, former Executive
Pi:ector_Of the Council Of Christians and Jews and one Of tJ.e best reapected and
inforpred ey_Poj€gtits Of Christian/Jen]ish dialogue in this country published a new

boofr e#fr.£Jed ChristianJewish Dialogue: The Next Steps /gc"Press, I,o#dorty
2900, pap_erpack price. £12.95. ISBN 0-334-02813-2). Rabbi Tory Bauteld, who has

frequently been a dialogue I)utner with Marcus Braybrooke and co-edited with him
I_)_i_choqu:e_y!P:Xn_ii T>rmere;nee, contributed a closing chapter with a Jewish response.

Wf _Fke_d_ Pr. _Edward Kessler to read the book, ref lect on these two radical figures
within Christian/Jewish dialogue in Britain and contribute an essay on the state Of
Jewiswclutstian dialogue today.

so, we have witnessed a massive
IN THE
LAST
YEARS OR
change
inFHTY
Jewish-Christian
relations. This has, for the most part,
been so far-reaching that some are
considering new directions in the
Jewish-Christianrelationship.Buthave

we really reached that far? h my view,
Christian-Jewish dialogue has for too
long been the exclusive preserve of
theologians and religious leaders. If
dialogue is to be more than a passing
fashion it needs to be extended to
include ordinary Jews and Christians
from all over the world
The Rev. Marcus Braybrooke, who
has rece.ntly published a book entitled
Zfee Ivexf S'£eps, offers the following
waming to Christians who, he says, are
temptedtothinktheyhaverepentedfor
the past and put things right with Jews.
"None of us dares forget that bad

theology and false teaching are
dangerous. There is still a major
theologicaltaskforChristianstorethink
theirownbeliefsinthelishtoftheimew
appreciation of Judaism."
There is also a need for a thoughtful
Jewish response. This partly accounts

modem cross-denominational statement
on the place of Christianity in Jewish
thought.DcZ)7".E77!efstressedthatitwas

time for Jews to reflect on what Judaism
may now say about Christianity. This
hasbeenexplainedinthefollowingway
by Tony Bayfield: are Jews prepared to
take Jesus seriously and to consider
ChristiansandChristianityashavingas
close a relationship with God as the
Jewish people?
Before we consider the views of
Jewish and Christian thinkers such as
BayfieldandBraybrooke,wemustfirst
ask what has changed and whether the
changesareacknowledgedinthepulpit
or on the bz.77zczfe, in the pew or in the

shal.

One of the most significant
developments in rec.ent times has been
a growing awareness among Christians
of the Christian contribution to Jewish
suffering. This process began in 1948
when the World Council of Churches
(which consists of over 300 Protestant
andOrthodoxdenominationsbutnotthe
Roman Catholic Church) held its first

for the publication of DczZ}rc/ EJ#ef,

meeting in the city of Anne Frank Amsterdam. h the introduction to its
report it made reference to the fact that

(Speak truth) which is the first detailed

theconferencewastakingplace{witdin

five years of the extermination six
nfflion Jews".
Thereportmarkedanewstageinthe
attitude towards anti-semitism, for it
disassociateditselffrompreviouslyheld
views which either denied the existence
of religious anti-semitism `or,
altematively, blamed it on Jews. The
WCC not only acknowledged the
existence of religious anti-semitism but
also accepted Christian involvement in
it. This was a very important step. The
report openly accepted that "the
churches in the past have helped to
foster an image of the Jews as the sole
enemies of Christ, which has
contributed to anti-semitism in the
secular world". It called upon "all
churcheswerepresenttodenounceantisemitism". 'Ihe WCC admitted that not
onlywasChristianhistorylinkedtothe
history of anti-semitism but that it was
one of the causes.
Since then, little has been discussed
at the top level of the WCC, the Central
Committee. And here lies the problem.
The World Council of Churches is not
only divided but is deeply involved in
the struggle of the Liberation Groups
in the Third World. This involved them
insupportforthePLOinitsearlyyears.
The strongly pro-Palestinian Middle
East Council of Churches is a
constituent body of the WCC and has
influenced its attitudes beyond the
political issues of the riddle East. And
the WCC Assembly, held every seven
years,hasregularlyendorsedanti-Israel
statements. The hosthe attitude to Israel
underwent a certain thaw during the
Peace Process but more recently has
reverted to the critical.
Fortunately this is not typical of
Jewish-Protestant relations elsewhere.
For example, the teachings of Martin
LutherwererepudiatedbytheLetheran
World Federation who rejected
"Luther's violent invective against the
Jews and express deep and abiding
sorrow over its tragic effects on
subsequent generations". h particular,
itdeploredtheappropriationofLuther's
words by modern anti-semites and
called for increasing Lutheran-Jewish
cooperation.

Turning to the Roman Catholic
ChurchandtheSecondVaticanCounciI
(1962-5),thepublicationIvasfrcz4efzzfe

("hourTime")markedthebegirmings
of a fresh approach. The Roman
Catholic Church `came in from out of
the cold' and rejected the millennial
teaching of contempt of Jews and
Juda.ismandunequivocallyassertedthe
Church's debt to its Jewish heritage.
Most importantly of all, it ushered in a

newera,freshattitudes,anewlanguage
of discourse never previously heard in
the Catholic Church concerning Jews.
The concept of a dialogue now entered
the relationship.
Urfortunately, the same is not true
of the encounter with the Orthodox
churches. The changes that have taken
place in what may be described as the
Western churches find few parallels in
the Fast. Despite a few inter faith
meetings, some bold statements by a
few Orthodox leaders, there is simply
no comparison with the current state of
play in the Roman Catholic and
Protestant Churches. Much has to be
done before Orthodox Christianity
abandons its repository of anti-Jewish
polemic.

How did Jews view this change? h
the early stages, most responded with
distrust.-a legacy of the consequences
of the `teaching of contempt'. There
was,amongsttheJewishcommunity,no
general desire to engage in dialogue
with Christians and Christianfty. This
was the result not only of suspicion of
Christian motives but also because of
the mark which anti-Jewish teaching
had left on the Jewish psyche. Most
Jews did not trust Christian intentions.
But there was also another reason for
Jewish distrust. Judaism reciprocated
the Christian teaching of contempt and,
although there is little evidence of an
anti-Christian tradition, Christianity
wasdismissedasareligionpractisedby
inorally and culturally inferior gentiles,
based on unbelievable claims, which
had degenerated into idolatry.
Jewish views have changed in very
recent years. There is greater
recognition that the Churches have
takenandcontinuetotakeastrongstand
against anti-semitism as well as
Christian anti-semitism. John Paul 11,
for example, has firmly condemned it
as a sin and called on the faithful to do
}es%c/1/¢fe for misdeeds against Jews.

This is illustrated by Christian attempts
to tackle the Holocaust.
The Vatican statement We
Rei'nember: Reflections on the Shoah
was published in 1998. It stresses the
evils of anti-semitism, concluding `twe
wish to turn awareness of past sins into

a fin resolve to build a new future in
which there will be no more antiJudaism among Christians or antiChristian sentiment among Jews but
rather a shared mutual respect." It
incorporates much of Pope John Paul
II's forceful criticism of anti-semitism.
.But its treatment of the Holocaust had
many disappointing aspects for some
Jews, especially those who were over-

expectant.

Theyhadunrealisticallyhopedfora
formal apology, on the lines of that
issued by the French bishops, who
stated that, "it is important to admit the
primary role played by the consistently
repeated anti-Jewish stereotypes
wrongly perpetuated by the Christians
in the historical process that led to the
Holocaust". 77e Re773e773ber speaks of

those Christians who helped the Jews
andthosewhofalledtodosobutimplies
abalancedpicture.Itfallstogiveaplain
statement on the role of Christian
teachings and stereotypes in motivating
those who behaved negatively.
Yetitishighlysignificantandshould
be recognised as such. It is directed to a
Christian public and is, primarily, a
sincere call for the renunciation of antisemitism. Statements such as 77e
Re772e7#Z7er reach not only Christians in

Western Europe and North America,
wheredialoguehasprogressed,butalso
Christians in regions such as Eastern
Europe,Affica,AsiaandLatinAmerica,
where many have never encountered a
Jew in their lives.
So where does that leave us? Do we
concur with James Parkes, a life-long
student of anti-semitism who was once
askedhowlonghethouchtitwouldlast.
"300 years," he replied.

Or can we be more confident?
I am rather more optimistic but have
one major concern. There is great
danger in building a relationship on
guilt, a danger faced by both Jews and
Christians. This perhaps lies behind the
following statement in Dczbrzj E7%ez

which, in opposition to the distrust felt
by some Jews, states:
Nazism was not a Christian
phenomenon. Without the long
history Of Christian cati-Judctism
and Christian violence against
Jews, Nazi ideology could not
have ta:ken hold nor could it have
been carried out... But Nazism
itself was not an inevitable
outcome
of Christianity...
We encourage the coritinuntion

of recent efI:brts in Christian
theology to repudiate unequtwocally cohiempt Of Judaism

and the Jewish people. We
applaud those Christians who
reject this teaching Of contempt,
and we do nat blcane them f;or the
sins conunitted by their ancestors.
Whilst reaction to the Christian
contribution to Jewish suffering is an
important driving force, JewishChristian relations can not be built
solelyonresponsestoanti-semitismand

Christian feelings of guilt. hdeed, `no
healthy and enduring relationship
between people is built on guilt. If
recent Christian soul-searching in the

aftermath of tbe destruction of
EuropeanJewryleadstoanewapproach
and a repudiation of the .4dve7`S#s
Jc/dczeoJ tradition, so much the better.
However, the future relationship cannot
be built on the foundations of guilt. The
sense of guilt is transient and does not
pass to the next generation; moreover,
itisunstable,inherentlypronetosudden
and drastic reversal.
We need to move on to a more
positive basis for relations.
As well as acknowledging the
Christian contribution to Jewish
suffering,asecondrevolutioninRoman
Catholic and Protestant attitudes
towards Jews and Judaism has taken
place. This consists of a reawakening
among Christians to the Jewish origins
of Christianity.
Christians have renounced many of
the triumphalist doctrines, most
significantly the renunciation of the
teaching of the divine rejection of the
Jewish people since the time of Jesus in other words, according to the
Evangelical Church of the Rhineland,
"we believe the permanent election of
theJewishpeopleasthepeopleofGod".
The ramifications were manifold.
Christians were now told that Jesus, his
family and his followers were Jewish

and the Jewish background to
Christianity was now stressed. The
rediscovery of the Jewishness of the
origins of Christianity led to Christians
being taucht about the richness of the
Jewish context as well as to the perils
ofrelying on the literal text of the New
Testament. New subjects for
considerationwerealsobroachedwhich
included the closeness of the
relationship between Jesus and the
Pharisees. Previously, this subject was
lilnited to the consideration of scholars;
now, however, ordinary Cathofics learn
that Jesus "had very close relations"

with the Pharisees to whom "he was
very near".
In addition, Christian ordinands
were being taught that the final text of
the Gospels was edited long after the
events described and that the authors
were concerned with denigrating those
Jews who did not follow Jesus. At the
same time they were concerned with
vindicating the Romans, whose
goodwill they were seeking. This was
courageouslyadmittedbytheVatican's
1985 document on the teaching of
Judaism, which stated forthrightly:
It camot be ruled out that some

roferences hostile or less than
fiavourable to the Jews have thdr
historical context in conflicts
between the nascent Church and
the Jewish com,munity. Certain
controversies reflect ChristianJewish relations long ctfiter the
tine Of Jesus. To establj,sh this is

Of capital importance if we wish
to bring out the meaning of
certain. Gospel texts for the
Chistians Of today.
There was a realisation that too often
Christians have pictured Torah as a
burden rather than as a delight.
ChristianswereremindedthatJesuswas
a faithful Jew and `that from the Jewish
people sprang the apostles'. Christian
re-acquaintance with Judaism resulted
primarily from an increased awareness
of the Jewish origins of Christianity.
That Jesus was born, lived and died a
Jew; that the first Christians were Jews;
that the New Testament is, for the most
part, a Jewish work.
From the Jewish side, individuals
such as Martin Buber and Claude
Montefiore reminded Jews that lesus
was a fellow Jew (their `great brother'
as Martin Buber described him). But
this view is rarely heard. witness what
DczZ)7t/E773efsaysanddoesnotsayabout

Jesus. It fails to mention the Jewishness

of Jesus but simply states that
"Christians know and serve God
through Jesus Christ and the Christian
tradition".
ItistruethatDcrz7r#E7#efrecognises

that questions such as the purpose
behindthecreationofchristianityneed
to be considered. However, the
dooumentdoesnotaddressthequestion
of whether the fact that Jesus was a Jew
has any implications for Jews. It is well
known that we Jews are very proud of
the Albert Einsteins, the Heiurich
Heines and the Sigmund Freuds; yet,
Israel's most famous Jew is generally
ignored. Now, in a freer climate as far
as Jewish-Christian relations are
concerned, is it not time that there was
a greater Jewish interest in the Jew,
Jesus?

For Christians, the tackling of
Christiantriumphalismiuustratesashift
from what was, for the most part, an
inherent need to condemn Judaism to
one of a condemnation of Christian antiJudaism. It has also led to a closer
relationship with "the elder brother".
Thequestionwithwhichwehaveall
failedtodealadequatelyishowthenew
teachings are going to be filtered to the
colrmunfty
It is clear that many of the main

divisive issues have either been
eliminatedortakentothefurthestpoint
at which agreement is possible. The
efforts of Catholics and Protestants
towardsrespectofJudaismarereflected
in documents which project. attitudes
thatwouldhavebeenunthinkableafew
decades ago. Christian theology has
been profoundly revised at the official
level - all churches are committed to the
fight against anti-semitism and to
teaching about the Jewishness of
Christianity.
There is, of course an important
agenda for top-level dialogue but the
emphasis should now shift to filtering
toregionalandlocal1evels.Itispossible
today to respond effectively to regional
requirements in the new global reality.
Consciousness of the changes have
largely been confined to the elite
(although in certain regions, such as the
United States, it has been more widely
disseminated). The chject now is to get
these changes into the everyday
understanding of all the faithful and the
fields to be addressed are churches and
synagogues, seminaries and yes'fez.1/o£,

schools and universities as well as

informal education, including the
media.

We must ensure that the positive
developments achieved are properly
appliedattheregionallevel.Thismeans
attention to education and information
to ensure that the new teachings are
disseminated at grass-roots levels.

Most importantly, educational
guidelines are required - designed for
eachregion.Thisrequirementisequally
true of Jews as well as Christians.
History has understandably moulded
negative Christian stereotypes among
Jews and we must now teach the Jewish
community about the contemporary
changes of attitudes by the churches.
The beginnings can be seen in Dczb7.c¢

E#3ef but this is only the first step.
Claude Montefiore's call for a Jewish
theology of Christianity over 75 years
ago still waits to be answered.
The challenge of today is to harness
the growing interconnectedness and
interdependence of Jewish-Christian
relations, supported by the revolution
in information technology, which is
bringing all of us closer together. We
need to broaden the dialogue to include
Christians from the developing world,
many of whom have never encountered
a Jew and know little of them except
from the New Testament accounts -not
always a source of positive images of
Judaism.
There is no guarantee of progress.
There are risks, for example, that

instabilityinonepartoftheworld,such
as the Mddle East, will affect JewishChristian relations in another. Giant
strides have been made but we are
talking of a dynamic and relentless
process. We will never be able to sit
back and say, "The work is done. The
agenda is completed."
On many major issues, therefore,
Jews and Christians find themselves on
the same side of the fence, faced with
the same challenges. But, despite great
advances, Jewish-Christian relations
still face major challenges. As I have
suggested, before Braybrooke and
Bayfieldandotherscanseriouslyexpect
ordinaryJewsandChristianstocousider
the Jewish-Christian relationship in
more detail, we must see that the
implementation of these changes
reachesthefaithful.Risingtomeetthese
challenges requires a concerted effort
and, most of all, a dissemination of the
new teachings at grass-root levels.
It is worthwhile, however, giving
some consideration to the questions
being asked by religious leaders and
theologians. The new agenda can be
illustrated with a brief consideration of
mission, which in many ways is a far
more complicated subject than antisemitism or the Jewishness of
Christianity. It is easier for Christians
to condemn Christian anti-semitism as
a misunderstanding of the Christian
teaching. Mission, however, has been,
and still is, central to the Christian faith.
This is illustrated by the legacy of the
command found in the Gospels of
Matthew to "go therefore and make
disciples of all nations".
In 1948, the WCC did not only
condemn anti-semitism but also,
perhaps incredibly when viewed in
hindsight, called for a redoubling of
effort in the conversion of Jews. The
report recommended that the criurches
should"seektorecovertheuniversality
of our Lord's commission by including
the Jewish people in their evangelistic
work". The conclusion ofthe WCC was
that, in light of the Sfeo¢fe, an even
greatereffortshouldbemadetoconvert
Jews.

Braybrooke is one of a number of
radical Christian theologians who
repudiate the notion of a `mission to the
Jews'. He calls for a "consistent
universalism" and an end to religious
exclusivism.Yet,hereliesadilemmafor
allChristians.Itisonethingtomininise
theroleofmissioninChristianity;quite
anothertorejectit.Neadyallchristians
agree that, in their witness of
Christianity, they should always avoid
proselytism (in the pejorative sense);

they should shun all conversionary

Lambeth 198 8 emphasised, rather than

attitudes and practices which do 7?of
conform to the ways a free God draws
free people to God in response to a
divinecalltoserveinspiritandintruth.
Theproblemiscleadyexplainedbythe
Catholic theologian, Thomas Stransky:
ImthecaseoftheJewishpeople,
what is Christian proselytism in

minimised, the importance of
missionaryactivityforchristian-Jewish
relations. It re-examined the
understanding of the Christian mission,

practice?
And - the
what
is
"evangelization"
Church's
everlastingproclamatonOfJesus
Christ, "the Way, the Trwih and
the Life"? Is open dialogue a
betrayal Of Christian wission? Or
is rhission a betrayal Of dialogue?
Interestingly, he also asks the
reversequestion, i.e., what is the
continuingmissionofthesynagogueto

¥ohn±;:rs¥::So%i9¢;e;°s:1;nutter¥:e:fotfh:
common mission. In the light of
Christian-Jewish and Christian-Muslim
relations,proselytismwastoberejected
and the conference called for "mutual
withesstoGodbetweenequalpartners".
It stated that althouch
there are a vctriety Of attitudes
t ow ar ds
Judaism
within
Cluristianity today...All these
approaches, however, share a
coiri:mon concern to be sensitiNe

to

Judaism,

to

reject

all

the church? What is the co7„7„o7!
mission of the synagogue and church?

proselytising, that is, aggressive

On the one hand, Christians are
taught that the Church must preach
Jesus Christ to the world; on the other,
they must spread their Christian faith
while maintaining the strictest respect
for religious liberty. Such a tension is
problematic for a number of reasons.
For example, the belief that salvation
can only come through Jesus (or
through the church) relegates not only
Judaism but also all other faiths to a
positionofinferiority.Havethechanges
in doctrine starting with Vatican 11
robbed this belief of its former
triunphalism?
However, we must remember that
traditional Jewish eschatology, while
not foreseeing the conversion of all to
Judaism,doesanticipatethatallnations
will acknowledge the superiority and
sovereignty of the God of Israel. Jews
andChristiansremainadherentsofvCry
different faiths and we must recognise
thattherearebeliefsinallreligionsthat
characterise that faith and are too
fundamental to compromise. This is
acknowledged by Dczbr# E"ef as

ccirveri, and Of course, a,ny hint Of

follows:

The humanly irreconcilable
difference between Jews and
Christians will, not be settled until
God redeems the entire world as
proiidsed in Scripture...Jews can
respect Christi,cans ' fe[itlrfulness to

their reveledon just as we expect
Christians to respect our
faithfulness to our revelation.
Neither Jew nor Clinstian should
be pressed into affiirming the
teaching Of the other communtry.
In 1988, at the diennial Lambeth
Conference, the Anglican Communion
confi-onted the issue ofmission to Israel.
Unlike other Christian gatherings,

and manipulative attempts to
anti-semitism. Further, Jews,
Muslims and Christicms have a
common mission. They share a
rvission to the world that God's
name may be honoured.
'Ihis is not to imply that there are no

missionary problems today. However,
there has been a dramatic downscaling
of Christian mission to Jews. hitances
of missionary problems come mainly
from some evangelical churches
(including
those
"messianic"
movements such as Jews for Jesus).
Relations with the Evangelical
Protestantsareespeciallycomplex.First
ofall,theyoftendo-notdialogue-even
with other Christians. Their
fimdamentalist views are not to be
discussed with others (similar to
fundamentalist Jews) and mission is
ingrained-aswasagainexemplifiedby
the recent decision of the Southern
Baptist convention, one of the largest
groupings in the United States, to
intensify mission to the Jews in a
resolution "to direct our energies and
resources toward the proclamation of
the gospel to the Jewish people".
Nevertheless,recentdevelopments

in
mainstream
Christian
denominations illustrate another
enormous shift in the Christian
understanding from a mission to
Israel to mission with Israel. We now
encounter an emphasis on parfuership
and a common mission rather than the
mission of Christians to Jews.
Bayfield puts it another away. He
describes Judaism and Christianity as
siblings and suggests that not only
should the Hebrew Bible be shared but
that Jews should consider themselves as
just one of three children (the others
being Christianity and Islam).

Yet there is a danger that both
Bayfield and Braybrooke and other
radical thinkers involved in the JewishChristian Dialogue face - ignoring the
existence of "particularities of faith".
Thistermcanbedefinedasthosepoints
which Christians and Jews claim to have
a universal significance and finalfty.

From a Jewish perspective they
include, for example, an emphasis on
rortzfe, on God's ongoing covenant with
the Jewish people and on divine
sanction for the attachment to the Land
of Israel. From the Christian
perspective, they include the Cliristian
conviction that in the life, death and
resurrection of Jesus God acted
decisivelyforauhumanity.Christianity
is a religion that combines a claim to
be universal in scope with the demand
of exclusiveness in belief: Christ is Lord
of all and the Saviour of all.
The
existence
of
these
"particularities of faith" results in two
significant conclusions:

• Both Judaism and Christianity
containfeatureswhich,althoughshared
in principle, divide in practice, as for
example, the issue of the identity of the
people of Israel.
• From the perspective of both, these

features are central to their
understanding of God's purpose. All
suchconvictiousarestrictlyirreducible.
Although from the outside the

particularities of faith might seem
narrowly possessive, from within,
however, they reflect an experience
which cannot be ignored. Genuine
dialogue will not be prevented by the
acknowledgement
of
these
particularities of faith and the
assumption of each partner in dialogue
thattheultimateanddeepestinsishtinto
God's purpose lies on its side.
Any attempt to ignore the existence
of the "particularities of faith" will
iesult in an increased likelihood of the
failure of dialogue. It takes a high
degree of maturity to let opposites coexist without pretending that they can
be made compatible. At the same time,
it takes the same degree of maturity to
respect an opinion which conflicts with
one'sownwithoutattemptingtoachieve
a na.1.ve accommodation. Acceptance of
the existence of the particularities of
faith will allow partners in dialogue the
theological space each requires and at
thesametimewillhelpcTeatelegitimate
basis upon whicb to build the
relationship for the future .
DR EDWARD KESSLER I.s' c! grad#czfe o/
Leeds, Hc[rvard c[nd Cambridge Uiiversities.
He is the Exec:u:five Director Of the Ce:rtre fior
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THE BIBLE

is HlsTony
In `MANNA 69 , published last_autumn, Prof essor Colin
Hprmpprey.s w_rote _a rivepng ardcle exanining-the numbers

wangr%re,ftn#.eh?T#}fgfrfir°nre:.I:ifei'%%etdf;I:,axb°y!::±##3t#hee
text slightly dif e!:e.ntly, the new rmmber:s cg_iild be re-adily
e^quated. y!^ith.vypat seems scientif ically supportabl-e.
Prof es^so_r A^lf red pr_oritz_was mov_ed to _a;k sche further

questi?n.s ?f Professor H¥mqhreys and Profe_ssor Huinphreys
was ddighied to respond. The questions drnd answers -follJw.

C::#:¥t:r==t:.¥hE::

obvious problem - usually because the
commentator is as puzzled by the
problem as everybody else. In the case
of Torah commentaries this is all the
more obvious because a fimdanentalist
viowOftorchwinhashasmayim-T:orah
direct from heaven - prevents the
normal criteria of textural criticism from
being applied. The unbelie-vably large
population figures in the opening
chapters of``.the book of Numbers,
suggestingatotalnumberofwandering
Israelites of over two million, are a case
in point and this makes Professor Colin
Humphreys' attempt to make sense of
these figures all the more adl]iirable.
His argument is based on the
hypothesis that the root eJep%-/cz77zed-

pefe can have several meanings, which
inthecourseofthelongtextualtradition
became confused. Whether the
confusion is between `eleph' = `a
thousand' and `eleph' = `a group' or, as
seems to me more likely, between
`eleph' = `a thousand' and `aluph' =
`head of a family' does not materially
affect his conclusions. I hope these are
fairly set out in the left-hand half Table
1 on page 21. The right-band half
applies the same conclusions to the
other census figures near the end of the
Book of Numbers (26:5-51). It will be
seen immediately that this causes no
new problems - a powerful point in
Humphreys' favour. In order to apply
this argument to the totals - i.e. the
figures in italics in the table - it must
be assumed that the misinterpretation
was repeated by maldng, e.g., the 200
`troops' (or `families') and 1,300 men

in the Eastern Camp the equivalent of

MANNA SUMMEF} 2001

Professor Humphreys aptly points
out that for various reasons the most
reliable of all the figures seem to be that
of 273 firstbom males who need to be
redeemed as exceeding the number of
relevant Levites. The figure of 22,273
firstbom males in Nun. 3:43 adds to
these problems. It conveniently adds the
273 who need to be redeemed (3 :46-47)
to the 22,000 Levites of 3:39 and by
doing so appears to- Confirm the
35=25.71; 100/74=1.35). As it is, there
improbably large number of Levites,
are quite large variations in the `troop'
even though this number is very low sizes fromjust under 5 to just under 17.
far too low - by comparison with the
But these are hardly beyond variations
text total of 603 ,550 male Israelites over
in family size, especially since there are
20. Professor Humphreys mentions a
very few below 7 or above 14. Once
figure of 1,000 Levites; I cannot see
again Professor Humphreys scores.
either how this figure is derived or how
It is only when one goes outside
it fits in with our 273, but I may well
these census chapters that problems do
have overlooked something.
arise. If the census in Nun.26:5ff. yields
I have no answers to these problems
a total of 5,730 potential conscripts,
andindeedtheremaybeotherproblems
how can Moses raise a thousand from
which I have not even spotted. It is
each tribe, and 12,000 in all, for the war
because Professor Humphreys seems to
against Midian (Num.31:4ff.)? Or
be very close to a solution for the ageagain, in Num. 3:22ff. the number of
old number puzzle that I feel that the
Levite males over 1 month old is given
remaining problems deserve to be stated
as
7,500+8,600+6,200=22,300, and highlighted. Perhaps it is not too
rounded to 22,000 in verse 39. If, as
much to hope that he may be able to
Professor Humphreys argues, half the
help us firfuer .
total population is likely to have been
Until his retirement in 1987 A:unRE:D
under 20 this would give 11,000 males
MORITZ was Professor of Classics and
latterly Vice-Principal (Admin.) & Registrar at
over 20 from the tribe of Levi alone as
University College, Cardff: He is a member
against a total of 5,550 from the other
and a past Chairman of the Cardiff New
twelve tribes (Ephraim and Manasse
Synagogue - c[nd a ft:rm supporter Of Rabbi
must surely count as two tribes by then).
Zro2/is /ocods ' 1;z.en; o/torah min hashamayim.

201,300.

It is also obvious that all the text
figures (cols.1 and la) except two are
rounded to the nearest loo, but although
there are 24 of these figures not one of
them ends in three O's or even in 100,
800 or 900. On the Humphreys theory
a round 000 would have led to a zero in
col.4 or 4a and 100, 800 or 900 would
have led to improbably large or small
figures in those coluinris (e.g. 900/

Table 1: Non-Levite Men over 20
Numbers 1 :20-46=2:3-32

Tribe

Eastern Camp
Judah

Numbers 26:5-51

Col.1

Col.2 Col.3

Col.4

Text

Troop Men

Men/troop

Col.1a

Text

Col.2a Col.3a

Troop

74,600

74

600

8.11

Issachar

54,400

54

400

7.41

64,300

Zebulun

87,400

57

400

7.02

60,500

Total

186,0001851,400

7.57

76,500

201,300

Southern Camp
Reuben

46,500

43,730

Simeon

59,300

22,200

Gad
Total

45,650

40,500

151,450

106,430

Western Camp
Ephraim
Manasse

Benjamin
Total

40,500

40

500

12.50

32,500

32,200

32

200

6.25

52,700

35,400

65

400

11.43

45,600

10.28

130,800

700

11.29

64,400

108,1001071,100

Northern Camp
Dan

62,700

62

Asher

41,500

41

500

12.20

53,400

Naphtali

53,400

53

400

7.55

45,400

10.26

163,200

9.28

601,730

Tlotal

Grand Total

157,6001561,600

603,550
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598 5,550

Men

Col.4a

Men/troop

ARMIES

Colin Humphreys
Alfred Moritz for his very kind

IWOULD
comments
LIKE
about TO
my MANNA
THANK
article on the number of Israelites
involved in the Exodus from Egypt and
for the excellent questions that he raises.
First, I would like to repeat my belief
that the relatively small numbers I am
suggesting were involved in the Exodus
-5,000 men aged over 20, not 603,550

as apparently recorded in the Book of
Numbers - is a valid interpretation of
the Hebrew text and that these much
smaller numbers make an historical,
factual Exodus from Egypt much more
plausible. Since the Exodus from Egypt
is one of the greatest events in world
history if it occured, and I believe that
it did, then it is important to get the
numbers right.
I would like to start by commenting
onthepointraisedinthethirdparagraph
of Alfred Moritz's article. There is a
well-known
curious
`statistical
peculiarity' in the census numbers,
which has never been satisfactorily
explained. In the first census (Num. 1 : 1
- 46) if we look at the "hundreds"
figures in each tribe, the lowest number
is for Manasseh, which has 200 (32,200
men in the traditional interpretation)
and the highest number is for Dan,
which has 700 (62,700 in the traditional
interpretation). No tribe has a number
of men which ends in 000,100, 800 or
900, but the numbers 200, 300, 400,
500, 600 and 700 are all present. The
lowest hundreds and the highest
"hundreds" are all missing. Similarly at

the second census (Nun. 26), although
the numbers in each tribe all change,
they do so in such a way that 000,100,
800 and 900 are again all Inissing. Some
people claim that the figures in the Book

Coutii"ed on next page
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of Numbers are fictional invented
numbers. But it is extremely unlikely
that a set of invented numbers would
display such curious characteristics,
particularly when a second set of
fictitious invented numbers, the second
census,
displays
the
same
characteristics. I therefore think it
extremely unlikely that these numbers
are fictitious and invented. Also on the
traditional interpreta.tion of very large
numbers I can see no explanation for
these statistical peculiarities.
On the altemative interpretation that
`e/epfe'meanstroop,whereappropriate,

like the handpicked SAS troops in the
UK today - and these crack troops
defeated the Midianites.
Alfred Moritz tben asks several
questions about the Levites, including
how my figure of 1000 is derived. For
the Levites it is cleady not appropriate
to interpret `c/epfe ' as troop, so I suggest
`e/epfe ' here means `team' or `group',

which are also possible meanings of

`e/ep% '. At the first census, Nuni. 3 :21 -

39 records for Levite men over one
month old the following numbers,
assuming that `e/ap% ' is interpreted as
`thousand': Gershon 7,500; Merari

I believe all becomes clear. When the
twelve-tribe system was established one
would expect the tribes to have been of
approximately equal size. It is unlikely
that. one tribe was ten times the size of
another, for example. In the course of
time, some tribes would grow more
rapidly then others but one would not
expect the numbers in the different
tribes to become too divergent over a
limited time period such as a few
centuries. Interpreting `c/ep% ' as troop,
then at the first census, the number of
men over 20 in each tribe ranges from
200 (Manasseh) to 700 (Dan). (The
32,200 men in the tribe of Manasseh I
suggest should be interpreted as 32
troops of 200 men). No tribe is as small
as 0 or loo men, or as large as 800 or
900 men; similarly at the second census,
about 40 years later. This is precisely
what we would expect of a twelve-tribe
system developing over time, as
explained above. So the figures have a
rational explanation and are not a
statistical peculiarity, provided that we
interpret them with `e/ep% ' meaning

6,200;
KohatL
8,300
(Hebrew
manuscripts give 8,600, but some
Septuagint manuscripts 8,300. Most
scholars accept that 8,600 is a
comiption of 8,300 or else the nunibers
do not add up to the 22,000 of Nurn.
3:39). If we now interpret `e/epfe ' as
`team' , then the numbers of the clan of

Gershonare7teamsof500men,Merari
has 6 teams of200 men and Kohath has
8 teams of 300 men. Hence the nulnber
of men aged over one month in the tribe
of Levi was (500 + 200 + 300) = 1000.
Thus interpreting `eJepfe ' as `team' or
`group' gives 1000 Levites over one

montholdratherthan22,000.The figure
of firstbom males in Nun 3:43 should
then be 1,273 rather tllan 22273.
I believe there is a higL internal
consistency in the above nillnbers. For
example, if roughly 50% of the
population were aged over 20, then the
number of Levites aged over 20 would
be about 500. Interpreting `eJepfe ' as
troop gives the number of men aged
over 20 at the first census (excluding
the Levites) as 5,550. The Levites
therefore formed about one-twelffi of
thetotalnumberoflsraelites:justasone
would expect in a twelve-tribe system.
Ithereforebelievethatwecaninfelpret

troop.

Concerning the fourth paragraph of
Alfred Moritz's article, how should we
inteapretMosesraisingathousandfron
each tribe and 12,000 in all, for the war
against Midian Ofum: 3 I:4ff)? If we
interpret `e/ep% ' here as troop rather
than as thousand, consistent with my
suggested interpretation of the census
numbers, then Moses is choosing a
troop from each tribe, not 1,000 men
from each tribe, making a total of 12
troops to fight Midian. Since, according
to my census analysis, the number of
men per troop was about 9 or 10, then
Moses selected about 120 men to fight
Midian. This number may seem very
small to us but we must remember that
population sizes and army sizes were
much smaller 3000 years ago than they
are today. In addition, our deduction of
9 or 10 men per troop from the census
figures of Moses, intelpreting ` e/epfe ' as
troop, is consistent with broadly
contemporary information about troop
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`eJepfe ' as `troop' or `team' or `group'

sizes in ancient texts. For example, in
the El-Amama tablets, written in about
1400 BC, King Rib-Addi of Byblos
askedtheKingofEgyptforacontingent
of troops of twenty men on one occasion
and on another occasion he asked for a
troop of ten men from Nubia. These
figures are amazingly similar to the
Israelite troop size we have deduced
from the Book of Numbers. Hence, for
the war against Midian I suggest that
Moses handpicked about 120 men out
of 5,730 potential conscripts -rather

both inside and outside the census
chapters and still have sensible and
consistent results.
IamgratefultoAlfiedMoritzforhis
excellent questions and for giving me
this opportunity of explaining in more
detail the results of interpreting `e/epfe '
as team or troop or group when
appropriate. As I said eadier, I believe
the importance of this interpretation is
that the numbers recorded in the Book
ofNumbersfortheELodilsarenowboth
intemally consistent and also credible.
I believe this adds greatly to the case
for the account of the Exodus from
Egypt being a factual account I
PROFESSOR COLIN HuhrpHREVS I.sr
Goldsmith Prof essor Of. Materials at Ccrmbridge.
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Providers of fire sealing
solutions on major projects
around the world -

4LFtls
Sealant products for movement joints,
weather protection, fire sealing, glazing and
flashing applications throughout.the
construction and building industries.

Al fas Group of Companies

Bentall Business Park,
Washington, NE37 3JD
England
Telephone: +44 (0)191419 0505
Fax: +44 (0)191419 2200
E-mail: sales@ al fas.com
http://www.al fas.com

The Finest Peanuts

are
PERCY DALTON'S
PEF3CY DALTON'S FAMOUS
PEANUT CO. I:TD.
OLD FORD WORKS
DACE PIOAD, BOW
LONDON E3 2PE
Tel: 020 8985 9241#

QUEEN ANNE'S BOUNTY

Manrf u,charers of
Canival, Flallowee:n & Party IIats,
Masks & Novelties
Eldon Street, Gateshead
• Tyne & Wear

NE8 3ND, England
Tel: 0191477 3783
Fax: 0191490 0247
email: heatonpc]@aol.com

is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne
in 1704 for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of
England was merged with the Ecclesiastical
Commission in 1948 to fomn the
Church Commissioners.
But the street which proudly bears her name lives on,
vigorously. There are accountants, architects,
solicitors, and surveyors all practising their professions,
all anxious to serve their clients and to maintain the
high standards which have come to be associated with
this well-preserved, dignified part of Georgian London.
We have practised here since 1951, offering clients
business management, investment guidance and
specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens,
and the calls for our professional help increase,
reflecting the fiscal complexities of the times:
but the results remain mutually rewarding.

LEVIS GOLDEN & C0
Chatered Accountants and Registered Auditors
40 QUEEN ANNE STREET, LONDON WIM 0EL

~ ESTABLISIIED SINCE 1946 ~

TELEPHONE: 020 7580 7313

FACSIELE: 020 7580 2179
EMAIL: FCA@Lewis-Golden.Co.uk
Neil Benson FCA Andrew Moss ACA
David Edwards ACA Graham Kinch
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The Bran)¢: New York -1950

WHY I AM A JEW
Cynthia Harris

L

OOKING BACK OVER THE
last 50 years of my life I am
struck by the events, places and
people by which I define myself. I was
asked to describe my journey towards
contemporary Judaism. This definition
of myself as a `contemporary Jew' is
new to me. It sent me into a spiral of
confusion. I am a liberated 21 st century
woman, surely not a contemporary Jew.
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Thinking about it more, I realised that
my Judaism, contemporary or
otherwise, is the greatest and most
wonderful aspect of my life right now.
Even in the moments when I was
embracing other forms of spiritual
development, I never let go of the
Jewish me.
I spent the first 21 years of my life
in New York City. Life in the Bronx in

the 1950s was a bit like Eastern Europe
transplanted. My parents, my relatives
and their friends were all Holocaust
survivors and most of them arrived in
New York in the late 1940s by way of
European displacedpersous' carps and
Jewish relief organisatious. As a result,
my circle of fiiends all had parents who
were survivors. Our houses were always
open to each other and I could always
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The author with paren:ts and brother in Camp Hemshhelch -Summer 1960

be guaranteed good nosh at the homes
of my friends. The shtetl had been
transplanted to the Bronx. I was
surrounded by Yiddishkeit and the
cultureattachedtotheYiddishlangurge.
MyfirstlanguagewasYiddishand1did
not really speak English until I started
school. The adults around me were all
Yiddish speakers and the world seemed
to revolve round the kitchen table where
I would sit and listen to the tales of the
"a/fe feez.772" with wonder and awe. I

remember wishing that I had been in
Poland when my parents were small
because their lives sounded so foreign
andtheyseemedtoyeamforthosedays.
There were times, usually late evenings,
after a few games of kalookie, an
unintelligibly fast card game, when my
mother and my uncle would talk about
the days in the ghetto in Lodz and the
time their father was taken away and
their sister died. The names of Birkenau,
Auschwitz and Belsen were as familiar
to me as Brooklyn, Queens and
Manhattan. hdeed I think I knew more
of the camps and ghettos of poland than
the streets of New York. As a child I
reacted with the same fascination for
these stories that a moth has for a flame,
inexorably drawn but afraid of the
power of the memories to hurt my
parents and in turn, hurt me.
My mother and her brother. grew ip
inahomewithYiddishkeiteverpresent,
but not Orthodox religion. At home in
Lodztheyobservedthemajorholydays
but not much else. This was the way my
parents canied on in America. After all,
assimilation into the great Uhited States
was important to the newly arrived
refugees. Being Jewish was important.
But as long as we were surounded by
other Jews and spoke a similar
language, ate the same foods and shared
a common culture, daily religious
observance was not deemed necessary
to the continuance of our Judaism. My
brother was Bczr Adz.Jzi;cz% but his Torah

leaming came from a Yiddish school,
not Hebrew %eder.
When I was 1 1 years old my parents

did the all-American thing and sent me
to. summer camp for July and August.
The camp they chose was different from
the usual sun, sports and swimming
environlnent to which other kids were
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Co[mp Hemshekh
was set up by a

group Of Holocaust
survivcjrs who were
also members Of

the Jewish Labour
Band in Europe
bof;ore the war
They wanted to
create a place
where their
children could
come together and
learnYziddish

culture, socialist

principles and
enjoy the clean
mountain air that
was rated so highly
by these new city
dwellers.

sent. Camp Hemshelch was set up by a
group of Holocaust survivors who were
also members of the Jewish Labour
Bund in Europe before the war. They
wanted to create a place where their
children could come together and lean
Yiddish culture, socialist principles and
enjoy the clean mountain air that was
rated so highly by these new city
dwellers. This was a tradition which
followed their own prewar experiences
of leaving the city for two weeks every
summer with groups like the Socz.a/z.sf
Kinder Ihiernational Farband (S;K]E).
Camp Hemshekh was started in the
summer of 1959 by a group of
Yiddishists and Bundists formed into a
colnlnittee called - and even as a child
I had to smile at this -Survivors of the
Nazi Persecution Inc. That first sulrmer
there were 150 of us and almost all of
us had parents who were Holocaust
survivors. I went back to Camp
Hemshekh every summer for seven
years. I now gratefully acknowledge
these recently traumatised survivors for
providing the space and tools to help us
come to terms with the past experiences
of our parents and their falnilies. Very
few of us kids had grandparents, many
of us had no relatives and we became
family to each other. In Camp
Hemshekh I leaned to read and write
Yiddish. I listened to prominent
Socialist and liberal thinkers and of
course, as a child, was clueless as to
their identities but not completely
oblivious to the messages that were
coming across. I embraced human rights
andbegantounderstandtheimportance
of maintaining a strong Jewish identity
throughout the world. I fomied the kind
of friendships that have not died over
the last 40 years andYiddish culture has
remained a strong thread in my life.
Every summer we would learn about
different Yiddish writers, poets and
musicians. We performed the works of
I.L. Peretz, Sholem Aleichem, Avram
Reisen and many others. We sang the
songs of the ghettos and the laments of
the Holocaust. We leaned the anthems
of socialist youth throughout the world
and wrote our own original works in
Yiddish and in English. As far as I was
concerned, the whole world was Jewish
and I never needed to step into a shul
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for further reinforcement. Each summer
we also held a memorial to the Warsaw
Ghetto Uprising and the Holocaust
itself. We recited the poetry of the
camps and sang the songs of the
partisans. All of us children lit candles
and many of us ended the evening in
tears. There was a great strength and
comfort in experiencing these cathartic
feelings among our peers. There was no
need for explanation. Our parents were
not freaks, they were not the only
survivors in our community. We were
all the children of survivors and we
understood
and
accepted
this
overwhelming shared history. I may not
have learned the exact events of my
mother's or father's life but I still
understood the horror of what they had
lived through and the beauty of the
culture they had lost.
In 1968 I met my husband while we
were both on holiday in Amsterdam. It
was love at first sight, helped on a bit
by the fact that, as luck would have it,
he was Jewish. He was far more Jewish
than anyone I had ever met. Orthodox,
kosher, shul-going and English, a pretty
heady and exotic combination. We got
married a year later in New York and
arrived in London a year afterwards.
London was a major culture shock.
Where were the Jews, where was a
Yiddish-speaking
community?
Stamford Hill? Not for me. I felt lonely
for the community I had left behind in
New York. But this was the 1970s and I
entered into the "me generation" with
enthusiasm. In the mid `70s I found a
guru, an Indian master, whose teachings
I followed for the next 10 years. I
changedmynalne,woreorangeclothes,
shocked my family and devoted much
of my time and energy to seeking a
deeper spiritual understanding of
myself and the world. I never
abandoned my Jewishness and the role
of seeker came naturally. Once again, I
entered a world of community, likeminded people looking for spiritual
fulfilment, for healing and belonging. I
leaned meditation and cultivated many
deep friendships. I travelled to India and
stayed in the ashram for a while. After
ten years my relationship with my guru
changed and I no longer felt the need
for a master or teacher in the same way
and I dropped out of this group, though
I still retain the friendships and still
value the leaming of those years.
Having
dropped my
guru
connection, I was once again on my
spiritual own. I was not actively seeking
another group to belong to but I had
come to value my Jewish upbringing
more. As our children grew up, we
celebrated the Jewish holidays, we had
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seders, lit Chanukah candles, ate honey
cake and cheesecake at the appropriate
times of the year. Certainly my children
knew they were Jewish, even if they
were not quite sure what that meant
outside of holiday times. We never

afternoon at a friend's house. We were
introduced, ate, drank and had a lively
discussion about the dangers of religion
throughout history. "Nice man", I
thought, "perhaps we'1l see him again."
The following week we attended a Bczr
A4lz7zvczfe at Southgate District Refom

NOstal8ically, I

miss the old world
Of ray childhood,
the Yiiiddishkeit and,

the warmth Of those
years. English Jews
do not have the

luxury I had Of
being part Of the
ryultions Of Jews in

New York and

theref ore f eeling at
home and
corrfortable.
joined
a
synagogue,
though
occasionally I attended a United
Synagogue service with my mother-inlaw. It always felt strange, as if I was
sneakinginthebackatanall-boys,club.
I knew there were other forms of Jewish
worship, but I was not remotely
interested. Then something changed. I
began to understand that through all my
years of seeking spiritual fulfilment I
had never really looked at the religion
of my birth. I was delighted to explore
Yiddish culture. I longed to hearYiddish
spoken and would deliberately sit next
to the %czsz.dz.in on the 253 bus in order
to hear a bit of my "773cz772cz/osc%e72". But

I had not looked any further. As I read
some more about Jewish thought and
exploredabitmoreofJewishmysticisin
which had its roots in the Torah, I began
to see a glimmer of hope of finding
something of what I was looking for in
my own religion. It was around this time
that I met Colin Eimer. It was a summer

synagogue and, lo and behold, on the
bz.773czfe, conducting the service, was

Colin Eimer. The real rabbi must be
sick,Colinmustbethelayreplacement,
I thought, though I have to admit, he
was pretty good at taking the service.
Slowly it dawned on me that this was
the rabbi and all my preconceptions
about old-fashioned rabbis and musty
religion were challenged. Here was a
leaderofaredgiouscommunity,willing
to enter into debate and discuss the pros
and cons of religion and, more
importantly for me, seemed to
understand that spirituality and
meditation or prayer were not the
exclusive remit of Eastrm rdigions but
were also the essence of Judaism. Here
was a Reform Jewish synagogue to
which I could belong. Once again I had
foundacommunity,alangerfamily.My
son was Bczr 441z-fa;.&/z three years ago

and the whole communifyjoined in our
"%czc%es'". I do not attend shul every

week, though when I do go, I love the
singing and the moments when I feel
we are joined together in prayer and
silence and la.uchteL
Nostalgically, I miss the old world
of my childhood, the Yiddishkeit and
thewarmthofthoseyears.ELglishJews
do not have the luriny I had of being
partofthemilliousofJewsinNewYork
and therefore feeling at home and
comfortable. The childrm of survivors
in England were not part of a strong
group which gave stipport and
affimation.Iamgratefultomyparents
and the strength of the survivor spirit
which gave them the inspiration to
provide me with opportunities to
explore the horrific events of the war
andcometotermswiththeminmyown
way. I see these people now as more
than survivors. They are my heroes. I
take inspiration from my parents'
generation and comfort from my own.
I am beginning to understand what it is
to be a contemporary Jew -to live and
work righteously in the world, in a
diversesocietywithmyJewishidentity
intact. My love of commmity grows
from my Jewish roots. I have much to
teach, especially if I want to revive the
love ofYiddish. But I also have more to
lean. I still carmot define contemporary
Judaism. But I know that in the depths
of my soul I am a Jew. The presence of
God in my life enriches me and those I
touch. I am etemally grateful I
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knows that Tiree exists because
EVERYONE
IN mentioned
BRITAIN
it is the first place
in
the BBC Shipping Forecasts but few
people know any more. So here are the
facts. It is an island, eleven miles long
and one to six miles wide, halfway up
the left hand side of Scotland, sixty
miles, as the crow flies from the
mainland. It is one of the Inner
Hebrides, the one closest to America. It
has some eight hundred inhabitants and
is stunningly beautiful, with white
beachesmadeofsandfrominnuneratle
broken up sea shells, brilliant blue sea,
small hills and coves and a particularly
fertilesoilknownasmachair,whichhas
never been treated with chemicals or
weed-killers. The only fertiliser used is
seaweed,andthesheepandcows,eating
arichdietofwild-flowersaremarinated
on the hoof and taste wonderffl. There
is a network of single lane roads with
passing places, and nothing to do save
go for walks, look at the birds and the
flowersandbreathetheairwhichisnridAtlanticandtasteslikechampagne.The
best thing about it is absence of an the
pressures of everyday life.
Ourfamilyhasbeengoingthereeach
June for about ten years and we are
thoroughly addicted. There is one
modest hotel, one modest pub and a

modest restaurant. Because of
emigration, there are lots of markets, a
tiny bank, a butcher and, of course,
Fiona'sCraftandGiftShop.Itisagreat
place for windsurfing. As the wind
blows like the clappers, it is more
suitable for the hairier type of
windsurfer.
Tiree has a wartime airfield, now its
airport. It opens to receive the daily Sundays excepted - 'plane and closes
half an hour after the 'plane has taken
off again. The airplane lands at a
different time each day because, at its
next island stop, it lands on the beach
and it can not do that when the tide is
high.
The lady in charge of the airport
opens it, sells tickets and cups of tea,
checks in outgoing passengers, walks
outtoopenthedooroftheold-fashioned
alxplane,1eadstheincomingpassengers
back to the terminal and then opens the
baggage doors so that the other airport
employee, who drives the luggage van,
canbringtheluggagethe50yardsfroin
plane to terminal. Herjob is hereditary,
her mother did it before her. There is
one other employee, the butcher's
assistantandsous-chefattherestaurant
who is the volunteer fireman and
handles the fire engine which the law
prescribes for all airports. Having seen

offthepassengers,theyclosetheaixport
and go back to their rest-of-the-day
jobs.

The cemetery has dozens of
Mackinnons,
MacFadyens
and
Mccleods. There is also a section of war
graves. During the war a lot of
unidentified bo dies of merchant seamen
were washed up from the Atlantic and
Tiree was an important airfield, with a
half buried colrmand post which was
to be used if the Germans invaded and
drove us off the mainland. It has now
been flooded with water to a depth of
about eight inches and is used to store
live lobsters until the price is right.
On our first visit we noticed the
graves marked by those granite
headstones, polished all round but left
unfinishedontop,perhapstosymbolise
livescutoffbeforetheirtime,whichthe
Imperial War Graves Commission uses
to commemorate our dead. One of these
commemorates `Pilot Officer. M.
Regenstreif, Wireless-Operator/Air
Gunner of the Royal Canadian Air
Force, died on the 16th of August 1944,
moumed by his parents and brother.' It
is capped by a "oge77 Dczvz.d. He had
come, as a volunteer, from across the
ocean, to join in the fight against evil.

Corulnued on next page
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He was surrounded by other 1 9-23 year
olds with the occasional oldster of 27,
who paid the price of our freedom.
Pilot Officer Regenstreif was bpm in
1922, the salne year as me. But I -also
a serving soldier in those days - have
had over fifty years more of life than he
had.

With amual visits, we developed the
habit of calling on M. Regenstreif, to
say `hello' and `thank you'. One year
we noted that the inscription on his
tomb was being scraped off by the
weather. I wrote to The Imperial War
Graves Commission. By the following
year they had restored the inscriptions
on all the headstones. Each year, I felt
more attached to Pilot Officer
Regenstreif and last year I 'phoned the
CanadianEmbassyandaskedtheyoung
lady at the enquiry desk for the address
of the Royal Canadian RAF
Association. She said `What is RAF?'
She put me through to the Military
Attach6 who did know what RAF meant
and he gave me the name and address of
the man who ran the Association in
Canada. He tuned out to be highly
efficientandsentmeasympatheticletter,
abookletcontainingreportsonthedeaths
of all Canadian airmen and a photocopy
of all Regenstreifs in the Montreal
telephonedirectory,fi.omwherethePilot
Officer came. There were 17. I looked
up the London telephone directory in
which there were none. This
substantiates an old theory of mine, that
one member of a family emigrated and
settled somewhere and then other
members of the family joined him

This year I said
haddishfior
Mortimer and we
took photographs Of
the grave which
looks out to sea on
the most tranquil
and lovely vista,
silent save for the
wind, the waves
and the birds .

leaving the Michaels and Peters to next
time. I wrote a tactful letter asking if
theywere,orknewof,thePilotOfficer's
parents and I asked if they would like
me to say 4czddz.sfe over his grave. I

received a reply from Mrs Miriam
Regenstreifsayinghowpleasedshewas
to receive my letter and that Pilot
OfficerRegeustreifwashermuch-loved
nephew Mortimer and that she was 95.
From all this I concluded that the
parents and the brother had died, as had
herhusband.Thehandwritingwasclear,
firm and characterful and she was
obviously a goer.
Thisyear1saidfazddisfaforMortimer
and we took photographs of the grave
which looks out to sea on the most
tranquil and lovely vista, silent save for
the wind, the waves and the birds. We
sent them to his Auntie. It is not much
inexchangeforfiftyunlivedyearsbutI
suppose it is better than nothing. In a
recerit bock The HebTides at Twar by
Mike Hughes there is a group
photograph in which Mortimer
Regenstreif is seen on the right of the
picturetakenattheweddingofhispilot.
All save one of the eicht airmen in the
photograph were Elled in the crash.
Without the Pilot Officer Regenstreifs
of this world, few of the readers of this
article would have been alive to read it,

because they would have board and
lodgingsandperhapsthecbanceofajob.
The report on Pilot officer
Regenstreif's death was heart-breaking.
Stationed on Tiree with 518 Bomber
Squadron, they had taken off on
Wednesday the 16th of August 1944 to
testhisaixplane-aHalifax-whichhad
been serviced. For some reason they
collided in the sky with another bomber
and they both crashed with the loss of
all sixteen airmen, most of them
teenagers.
I was prepared to write to all the
Regenstreifs but I chose the one with

He is curently giving a series Of lectures on his

the most antique name - Albert -

friend and hero Prino Iari at the Spiro Ark.

nor I to have witten it n
DAVID RENDEL rrfu:ed as a cardfoJogz.sf z.7z
1986. He took a degree cozase in Itdian and
since then has been writing, translating,

broadcasting and lectiing on ltdian matters.

The headstones Of the two crews save those who are buried elsewhere
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The first I must have picked up from
my Christian ffiends:
"Now I lay me down to sleep;

I pray the Lord ray soul to keep;

if I should die before I wake,
I pray the Lord my soul to take.
God bless..."

and there followed a long list of
beloved relatives, friends, pets and
strangers. The conversation then turned
to the dire acts of that day that required
the mercy of a forgiving God and the
bargaining for the needs of tomorrow.
At last, reassured that I had made my
peace, I turned off the flashlight and lay
silent,watchingthewraithlikecarlights
as they passed round my walls.
Somehow, sleep always came and I
always awoke the next day.
For a child, insurance means having
a good back-up system. From the film
of Hansel and Gretel I sometines sang
their bedtime prayer song, whose
melody still swirls through my mind
though the words have dwindled to:
"Now I lay me down to sleep,

bands of angels at my feet;
two to guard my right hand;

NIGHT NIGHT
Janet BerensonPerkins

two to watch my left hand; ..."

If anyone knows the rest of the
words, please contact me. Apparently,
the inexplicably mysterious hand of
God had begun pushing me towards
kabbalah from a, yoimg a,ge.
A final personal note adds another
step in the strange journey that has led
me to faczz)bcz/cz%, Jewish meditation and

Entering the Temple of Dreams:
Jewish Prayers, Movements and
Meditations for the End of the Day

by

Tamar

Frankiel

and Judy

Greenf;eld. Jewish Lights Publishing,
Woodstock, Vermont, USA. ISBN
1~58023~079-2

184

pages;

Pc[perback price S16.95

At the age of ten I experienced a lifecycle transition and there was no Jewisb
ritual or tradition to mark it. I left the
upstairsbedroom1sharedwithmysister
for seven .years and moved downstairs
into my own room. To understand the
significance of this event, you need to
know the geography of our detached
house in Sharon Hill, Pemsylvania. The
house, one of many identical brick
structures, faced our road which was an
occasional cut-through to a major street
nearby. The side window of my new
bedroom at the rear of the house caught
the headlights of every passing car at
night and mysteriously projected those
lights around the walls of my room like
an uninvited ghostly slide show.
A ten year old with her own room is
fartoomaturetoadmittobeingterrifled
at night. Instead I developed an
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elaborate ritual to protect myself and
allowthetransitiontosleep.Everynight
with the light full on, I searched under
the bed, opened the creaky door of the
walnut wardrobe and checked that its
only inhabitants were my neatly
hanging clothes. I also pulled out each
drawer and patted the contents. At that
point I was ready for the final act of
courage of the day - I quickly jerked
opentheclosetdoorandstuckmyhands
inside. Those nightly searches always
proved fruitless. I was able to turn off
the light, climb into bed and snuggle
under the blankets to read with my
flashlight trained on my book.
I knew the sfee"cz. We said it
religiously
at
Temple
Israel
(Conservative) Religion School on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Sundays, on
festivals and of course at Friday right
and Shabbat moming services. I even
knew, from our study of various Jewish
heroes in history, of the practice of
dying with the sfee"o on one's lips. But
as far as I can recall, no one had ever
instructed me in the practice of reciting

the exploration of creative spirituality
through the Jewish Renewal and
Reform movements. At the age of 22 I
returned to my parents' home from a
summer in California. My mother was
ill and had arranged a doctor's
appointment for the next day. We spent
hours talking late into the night,
catching up after several months of
separation and finally retired to bed.
Next morning, I awoke to discover that
she had died in her sleep from a
coronary infarction. I still wonder
whether saying the sfee77zcz would have

made any difference.
When the editor of MANNA asked
me to `wi:te a,bout Entering the Tlemple
o/Dre¢7»S,byTanarFrankielandJudy
Greenfeld, I feared it might be a
`touchy-feelyNewAge'attempttomeld
Judaism with non-Jewish practices,
directed to me because it would make
most British readers gag. I was
reassured to see that it is published by
Jewish Lights, in my opinion, the
foremost source of exciting Jewish
Renewal resources in the world. The
book is a sequel to the pair's earlier

the sfee7#cz cz/ 772z.Zcz% at bedtime. So I was

left with some interesting alternatives.

Cohiirmed on next page
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It would be interesting to know if these
omissions were due to theological or
sociological reasons. Was it assumed,
when the RSGB sz.ddzfr was created in
1977, that Progressive Jewish adults no
longer prayed at night? Was the
inclusion of the bedtime liturgy ever
discussed? The more recent Sz.ddc/r I ev
Cfecldclsfe, the ULPS prayerbook
published in 1995, contains moming
and bedtime prayers for chil
adults side by side. h the adult pi
the final two lines of czdo7z o/cz772 are
instead of feasjzfa-ve7zz£. The substit

also raises theological questions €

what the

Movements think

Progressive Jews do or should be]

Entering the Temple Of Dri
takes us into a world where w€
contemplateoursouls,theprotecti
angels, and the mystery of the "
world of sleep." Beginning wit]
well-known Talmudic statement
``sleep is one-sirieth of death;" (rcz
Berczc%oZ J7b), the book goes (

present a thorouchly researched {
of much of the Jewisb schola]
available on this subject. Each ch
contains exteusire notes expandin
references with firfuer explanat
Sources include the Talmud ant
Zohar, one of the primary sourci
kabbalistic wisdom and mo
scholars sucL as Rae Kook, fo
Chief Rabbi of Palestine, and F

Yitzhak Buxbam. Secular schola
on the patterns and physiology of I
also adds to the richness
understanding of our daily pha!
unconsciousness.
The authors discuss traditi
mystical Jewish beHef§ about
as background to the practice
bedtime ritual.
"In sleap, the higher pcuts Of

Minding the Temple of the Soul..
Balancing Body, Mind and Spirit
through a Traditional Jewish Prayer,
Movement and Meditation. TtLe Filrst
volume, which dealt with traditional
moming prayers, provides new ideas
about
the
mind,
body,
soul
configuration. It comes with an audiotape of the blessings, movements and
meditations included in the book and a
videotape of the movements and
meditations.
The authors have impressive and
complementary credentials. Tamar
Frankiel, PhD., teaches history of
religions at the University of California
at Riverside. She is the author of Z7!e

Exchange in Los Angeles. Her coauthor, Judy Greenfeld, serves as a
cantor at several synagogues in the Los
Angeles area, is a certified fitness
trainer and teaches movement
meditation at synagogues and
universities, incorporating Jewish

feczz"apz./, blessing God who "casts the

reassurance f;or the body c[nd the
They provide a way to siffiise ours
with trust and fe[ith so our bodiei
sleep and benef t±f ron oilr so:ul's tr\
to other realms." ®.22)
The cycle of five prayers aros(

Woiee Of sarah: Fen'I:inine Spirituality and

bonds of sleep on my eyes".

many centuries. Saying the 5fee7%

Traditional Judaism Srfudy d"a;hen.
Continuation through the BPSU is
reviewed on an armual basis. ' and three
books on Western religious history.
She is affiliated to the Jewish Leaming
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tradition, mysticism and fez7Z7cz/czfe.

This partnership has created an
exciting, profound and practical guide
to the traditional prayers of the s¢e"¢

al mita -"on one's bedi' -hasldivenu,
"lay us down . . . in peace", %cz7.e7zz.

772oche/, "I hereby forgive all those who
have angered me", the sfee7„¢ itself,
bz.rfa¢fcofecz7zz.in,thepriestlyblesing,and

In For"s o/Prcz}Jer, the RSGB
sz.ddc/r, the bedtime sfee"cz, followed by
a page of morning prayers, is consigned
to a section designated for children.
There is no parallel section for adults.

soul loose;n their ties +i7ith the b,

c"l extend like a long sti-and out 1
spiritual `space,' leaving only

"efesh flower soul] to guard
body.„ a-20)

The ancient rabbis, they obs
recognisedthedangersinherentin
and
"recoirmemded the Bedtime Pn

as a cloak of protections

perhaps also fecz77zczpz7 goes back

years to the time when the `Men I
Great Assembly' began to establi
prayers after the return from
Babylonian exile. The feczs%fa.vex
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authors suggest, was imported from the

touch the emotional world of };e/zz.7i¢fe,

And behind us may well~being heal

77!cz 'czrz.1;, evening liturgy, into the

formation, the contemplation of the
words themselves and the analysis of
their meaning accesses and manifests

All around us is Shechinah, All
around us is Schecliriah.

bedtime prayers in Talmudic times
(200-550

C.E.).

The

prayer

of

forgiveness, hareni mochel, seems to
date from medieval times, while the
ancient priestly blessing (Numbers
6:22-27) appears to have been inserted
sometime between 550 C.E. and the
later medieval period.
What distinguishes this book and its
companion volulne from an academic
analysis is the creative way in which the
prayers are presented. Each prayer is
beautifully laid out in Hebrew, literal
butinclusiveEnglishandtransliteration,
is first linked to its historical roots and
related Jewish beliefs and practices.
Next a faczvcz7273czfe, focused reading, is

given, along with a suggested
meditation. Each chapter concludes
with a series of photographs illustrating
movements to accompany each phrase,
thus enabling the user literally to
embody the prayer.
The combination of words, thoughts
and actions creates a holistic experience
that recognises the interplay of the
kabbalistic four worlds: the physical
world of crsLsz.}7czfe, doing and action, is

expressed and approached through the
movements;
the
setting
and
considerations underlying the havcz#7z o£

the world of berj.czfe, creation. Finally,

the combination of words, thought and
action make the link to the highest

Our Way.

The translation reminds us that the
four archangels protect us, both when
we sleep and when we wake:

world, the spiritual realm of czJzz./wf,

nearness or emanation.
The book is accessible both to those
who know nothing about faczz7Z7¢/cz% and

those who have studied it in depth. It
might be overwhelming for someone
without biblical knowledge or Hebrew
and liturgical experience.
The bedtime prayer has come back
into public awareness through the
compositions of Shlomo Carlebach,
Rabbi Aryeh Hirschfield and Debbie
Friedman. Debbie's version weaves
together the Hebrew of the traditional
prayer with an English rendering that
expresses the kei;a!7€7€czfe:

Miy 'mini Michael, unrismoli Gavriel

Umil'fanai Uriel, umei'achorai
R'fael
V'al roshi Sh'china, V'al roshi
Sh'china
May our right hand bring us closer
to our Godliness.
May our left hand give us strength to
face each day.
And bofbre us may our visions lights
our paths ahead.

May Michael (who is like God) be at
nay right hand,
Gc[viel (the strength Of God) at my

'e/`'
Before me Uriel (the light of God),
behind me Raf ;ael (the healing Of God
And above my head, the Divine
Presence.

I find this sung prayer so powerful
because I learned it from Debbie
Friedman herself, an extraordinary
teacher, in the highly charged
atmosphere of Limmud; but I think it
has as much to do with that ten year old
girl, trying to find a way to feel safe and
protected at night. The angels and the
Divine Presence are there, whether or
not our souls return from their nightly
voyage as we sleep .
JANET BERENSON-PERKINS feas' aj! A4.,4.
in Folklore and Anthropology and is a graduate
Of the University Of Pen:risyivcwia and Gratz
College in Philadelphia. She works as Family
Education and Teenage Consultant for the
Centre for Jewish Education and as a
Fieldworker for tl.e RSGB Living Judaism
initiative, attached to Radlett & Bushey Reform
Synagogue.

CALDWHLL AND BRAHAM
Chartered Accountants
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London
EC4A 1 EQ
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Fax: 020 7831 3485
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more weight. There was a need for this,
given the size of assemblies. Gatherings
in the square in Jerusalem could
count upwards of a thousand people.
The reader would have an aide or
supportercalledtheso77!ech,whowould
use hand signals to indicate the shape
of the melody for the people to follow.
The use of hand signals to indicate
pitch or tone is called chz.7io7zoRE)/, and

is part of a wider practice of great
antiquity. Hindus, Ancient Greeks and
Armenians have tlsed it and it is still
extant in some synagogues in Rome and
the Yemen. The Talmud mentions the
use of finger 77zofz.ves' in the air in

Palestine and Babylonia at the
beginning of the Common Era. The
statement in the Talmud is made in the
name of Rabbi Akiva and Rashi's
comment on this gives us evidence that
chz.7io#o772}) was in IIse in the eleventh

SHOULD KIDS CHANT
THEIR PORTION?

centuryCEwhenPalestinianprecentors
visitedFranceandGermany.Inmodem
times, the use of hand-signals for
musical control was reinvented by the
Hungarian composer and folklorist
Zoltan Kodaly and revived, most
strangely, in Spielbelg's science-fiction
classic, Close Encounters of the Third

Vivierme Bellos

Kind, where Francois Truffaut
communicates with kindly aliens by

kind of written trace, let alone proper

Reform Movement chant,
Jej/7z
shul?
WHY sing
DO orWE
INin THE

Cantillation, as it is properly called, has
a long and complicated history. Like
much of our tradition, it has been based
in the Talmud:
The Bible should be read in

public and made understood to the
bearers in a sweet musical tune.
He who reads the Pentateuch
without tune shows disregard for
it and the vital value of its laws.
8. Megillah 32a
Whoever intones the Holy
Scriptures in the manner of secu1ar song abuses the Torah.
8. Sanhedrin lola
These three statements justify the
practice of chanting the Torah and
Hcz/fczrcz%

in

every

traditional

community across the world every
Shabbat and every festival. We should
note that intoning the bible in ``sweet
musical tune" is explicitly restricted to
pctb/z.c readings and that the holy texts
may not be sung to popular tunes of the
day.Buthowfarbackdothesepractices
go?
Public reading from the Bible
predates by many hundreds of years any
34

notation, of music. Deuteronomy 31 : 12
Says:

Assemble the people, the men,
women and children and the
stranger that is within your gates

that they may hear and may
learn and fear the Eternal God
and observe to do all the words of
this law.
Ezra gave the first recorded public
reading in the fifth century BCE. We
also know that, towards the end of the
Second Temple period, psalms were
sung in the Temple and the Prophets
were read in public services. Jesus, for
example, was asked to read from the
Prophets in the synagogue service. The
Book of Esther has been read aloud
since the time of the Maccabees;
Lamentations since the destruction of
the Second Temple; and there is
evidence that Song of Songs, Ruth and
Ecclesiastes were read as far back as the
first century CE. Ezra, Nehemiah and
Chronicles were not read in public and,
as a result, there are no tunes for these
books.

It is generally assumed that chanting
was introduced as a means of projecting
the voice and of giving the delivery

handsignalled melodic intervals.
Descriptive names were given to
these hand movements. frodmcz "rising" - was indicated by raising a
finger, zzZ7cha - `Cfallin9'' - by lowering
the arm, and zafaFfaafzz7z - "stay high"

- by an uplifted Land. As in India,
Armenia and Cheece, witten symbols
were developed to record the handsignals and, consequently, the elements
of the melody being sung. The written
symbols for these band-movements
were mainly used as prosodic marks:
hac77»czforthestartofaphrase,ez7zczchfcz

for an intemediate pause, and so/ for
the end of a sentence or phrase. They
all employ the use of a diagonal line in
some position. As other written accents
appeared, the stop was added giving a
variety of combinations.
The practice of cantillation in its
early form was not as rigid as it is now
practised in the western world. There
was no definite correspondence
between each accent and a specific
melody. In the ninth century CE, Asher
Ben Asher of Tiberius finalised the
system of symbols employed for
punctuation and cantillation for biblical
texts, called the Masoretic system. But
there is no evidence that he wished to
create a fixed melody. Only in the
Ashkenazi Diaspora has the system
been developed in which each accent
has a distinct melodic pattern. The
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7#o#i;crs exist as `ideals' to be realised

in performance, improvisatory as with
cfeczzcz7!z£Z, within certain margins of

flexi:bill:ty.TbeEncyclopaediaJudaica
sums ip the Ashkenazi approach
The deliberate teaching by which
the tradition is handed on from
generation to generation and the
constant public practice in the
synagogue where the layman's
rendition when called up to read, not
always, and in some communities
never identical with the cfeczzzcne is

always subject to the critical ear of
the more leaned members of the
corrmunity'

There is much terminology
associated with Jewish music.
Cantillation is also known as /ey7ez.7zg

from the Yiddish, or chanting. The
symbols from which the tune is derived
are referred to as Masoretic accents,
7zegz.7eof, or fe `cz77zz." are the squiggles

These regional styles fall into five
main categories: Yemenite, Ashkenazi,
Middle East and North African,
Jerusalem Sephardi and Northern
Mediterranean. The Ashkenazi Z7iop was
the earliest to be notated by Johannes
Reuchlin in his De 4cce7e#.bzfs of 1518 .

Within each of these five broad
categories are other regional differences

It is generally
assumed that
chanting was
introdIAced as a

means Of proj ecting
the voice and Of

found in the fJcf77!czsfe above and below

each word other than the vowels. The
tune to which these accents are sung is
known as frop, not to be confused with
#z4sLsczch, the tune to which the prayers

are sung. The accents can never be
considered a substitute for musical
notation, which developed in Western
Europe also in the ninth century. This
practice of strict conventions of
delivery handed down by an oral
traditioncanbefoundinotherreligious
traditions across the Asian continent
such as Vedic recitation in India or
Buddhist recitation in Japan. But the
cantillation used in Islamic religious
services in the delivery of the gc! 'cz7i¢7!

and in the muezzin's call to prayer are
not considered to be music, for music
as such is forbidden in Islamic rdigious
service. But at the various interfalth
music workshops and concerts I have
attended over the years there has
usually been a representative of the
Muslim faith reciting the 9# `c!zitz# with
many similarities to our own
cantillation.
There is much debate as to whether
there is a common origin to all the
varieties of cantillation found in the
Diaspora. In his comprehensive book
on Jewish "usie Jewish Music in its
Historical Development (192,2,),
Abraham Zvi Idelsohn tries to give
proof that all present-day cantiuation
modes are based in antiquity. However
the Encyclopaedia Judaica states that
``the wish to trace all these melodies

back to one common pre-exilic melody
has proved impossible". It would seem
that musicologists now accept that, if
the principle of cantillation is a shared
heritage,themanyandvariousregional
styles stem from a number of distinct
sources.
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giving the delivery
more weight. There
was a need f;or this,
given the size Of
assemblies.

Gatherings in the
square in Jerusalem
could count upwards
Of a thousand
people. The reader
would have an aide
or supporter called
the somech, who
would use hand
signals to indi,cate
the shape Of the
melody f tor the
people to f;ollow.
as with western and eastern Ashkenazi
known as Polish Lithuanian. The frop
used in these different areas differs
greatly, as does the frap used for
different books in each of these areas.
Also the frop used for different times of

the year varies as well as for specific
festivals. In some communities, there is

a different frap for chanting
communally and, in many others, a
simpler f7iop for teaching at cfeeder,
which is probably older as it has not
been influenced by personal
interpretation. This seems to have been
the major reason for differences within
regional styles. The E#c)/c/apczedz.cz
Jc/c7czz.ca states that "In the Jerusalem

Sephardi frop prevailing in all the Near
Eastern
and
North
African
communities, the virtuoso status of the
ch¢zzcme or Z)cz 'cz/ fao7ie and the influence

of the maqam-based Arabic art music
at present come near to completely
erodingthetraditionalbaseofmasoretic
cantillation".
One interesting variation between
the traditions concerns the reading of
the book of Job. Among the oriental and
Sephardic Jews, Job is read on the ninth
of Av, Tisha b'Av, immediately after
Lamentations - Ech¢fe - and therefore
these communities have a flop for this
book. In the Ashkenazi tradition this
practiceisnotpreservedandtheJobfrop
is used for the reading of the Torah on
the High Holy Days - this is the only
tradition that has a different tune for the
High Holy Days. The reason for this
may stem from the Zohar which states
that while reading Leviticus 1 6 on yo"
Kz.ppc/r which mentions the death of
Aaron's children, everyone should shed
tears and that whoever shows sorrow
over their deaths may be sure their own
children will not die during their
lifetime. Old editions of the Ashkenazi
Machzor carried marks on this portion
to indicate that it should be sung to a
different tune to the nomial one, one that
expresses sadness. As the tune for Job
had no place in Ashkenazic ritual they
employed this tune firstly for Yon
Kippur and then for Rosh Hashanah as
well.

To return to the original quotation
from the Talmud ``the Bible should be
read in a sweet musical tone". The
emphasis on the standard of delivery is
noteworthy. During the First and
Second Temple periods, the Levitical
choirs were expected to spend five years
training the voice before being allowed
into the service and part of their duties
was to sing from the Bible. In Jewish
tradition the rendition of prayers and
scripture in a beautiful voice has been
of prime importance, a tradition that
seems now to be dying out.
If the Bible has been sung since at
least the first century of the Common
Era, why then is it not obligatory in the
Refomi and Liberal Movements in this
country? When the West London
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Synagogue, the pioneer of the Reform
Movement in this country was
established in 1840, one of the changes
made to Orthodox practice was the
removal of any chczzzcz# or vocal leader.

Looking through the music ofverrinder
and Salaman the two main composers
ofReformmusicwhowrotespecifically
for the West London Synagogue, there
is no reference in the music to a cantor.
The music is totally devoid of any
influence of 73#ssczch. If there was no

one to carry on the tradition of
cantillation and no one to teach the
children, it is little surprise that it fell
into disuse for most of the nineteenth
and first part of the twentieth century.
But cantillation has had a great
renaissance in the Reform Movement
inthelatterpartofthetwentiethcentury
and appears set to increase in popularity,
with many of the rabbinical students
now having the tools to teach this
tradition.
Do we wish to follow the Orthodox
practice of insisting that all our Bczr and
Baz A4lz./zi/aft students sing their portion

regardless of musical ability? Should we
not heed the words of the Talmud and
ensure that all of our musical offerings
are of a pleasant and sweet sound?
Music in Jewish tradition holds a far
more important place than is presently
acknowledged. Education is the
backbone of Judaism. Music, which
should enhance every part of Jewish life
from the home to the synagogue service,
needs to be part of that education. Just
as the Levites accepted that to perform
in the Temple was a sacred duty that
required years of training, we should try
to give the musical content of our
services a greater dignity. Participation
is only one part of spirituality, the art
of listening is another, an art that seems
to be lost in present day religious

cormunities.
I do not think that ¢JJ our Bczr and
B¢f A4lz7zvczfe students should sing their

portion. But we should be teaching
cantillation as a matter of course in our
religion schools and adult education
classes. W6 should concern ourselves
with enhancing the delivery of whatever
it is that is being offered in the name of
religious experience, be it prayers,
scripture or sermon. If singing enhances
theendresultthenitshouldbeemployed
but if it detracts from the beauty of the
words then let it be read. .
VIVIENNE BELLOS I.s Dz.rec/or o/ A4wsz.c af
the North Weste:rn Reform Synagogue, a post
she has held f;or the past 21 years. She is the
Musical Director Of the Zemel Choir, the Alyth
Choral Society and the Jewish Heritage Youth
Choir and Chat:rman Of the British Society of
Practitioners Of Jewish Music.
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NOT OUT AT
EIGHTY SEVEN

I,

HE
FEAT
OF
RABBI
Hellner to "watch television in
the afternoon" touched me with
a little envy topped up by a feeling of
superiority.
After retiring twice, I am now back
in full harness as rabbi of the
progressive congregation in Durban,
South Africa, in my 88th year.
I have been in South Africa since I
was demobilised from the British Army
at the end of 1946. I served as a
chaplain.
I was ordained as a minister by the
Orthodox London Beth Din with the
late Dayan Abramsky presiding. One of
my mentors was Rabbi Unterman, later
Chief Rabbi of the State of Israel.
My war-time experience and a
meeting with the late Rabbi M.C.
Weiler, the founding rabbi of the
Progressive Movement in South Africa,
who recently passed away, led to my
acceptance of a post in Johannesburg as
his assistant and Principal of the Hebrew

look to a rabbi to take over. It is in the
hands of the Almighty how long I will
be able to continue. We have advertised
widely with no result. Without such a
rabbi I am afi.aid for the future of the
congregation which has just celebrated

its 50th rfuversary.
What have we to

offer? A

congregation of some 350 families.
While we have quite a few elderly
people, our lay leaders, male and

female, are in the main young and
devoted.

Good living conditions, a warm
climateandwarm-heartedcongregants.
Where is the missionary apirit of Rabbi
M.C. Weiler who could have had a
choiceofpulpitsintheU.SA.butchose
to pioneer tLe establishment of
Progressive Judaism in far-off South
Africa? Rabbi Weiler passed away
recently in Israel aged 93.
LubavitcL sees no problem. They
have their men in all the major centres.
Has Progressive Judaism lost its
prophetic view?

Durban Congregation offers a
challengetoanidealisticrabbi,whowill
beprovidedwithaapirinalchallengeas
well as material comforts. Meantime I
willcanyonasthetwiceretiredrabbiI
Rabbi Hsaac Richards
Dtifean, South Africa

and Religion classes.

I was ordained as a rabbi at Leo
Baeck College in 1967.
I came to Durban in 1970. I flrst
retired in 1983 . I inducted my successor

into office with full pomp and ceremony
and began to settle for watching
television in the afternoon with no
uncomfortable feeling, even as Rabbi
Hellner describes.
However, my successor at first felt
that he wanted to see as much of South
Africa as possible and frequently could
notbefoundwhenurgentlyrequiredfor
a funeral. So my services were
frequently required.
Towards his fourth year in office,
some friction arose between the rabbi
and the lay leaders. He returned to the
USA after four and a half years. The
lay leaders asked me to return to office
whilst they sought a new candidate.
In 1994 I retired for a second time
and was succeeded by a fairly young,
very presentable rabbi. He was a good
speaker and highly professional, the
former occupant of a prestigious pulpit
in San Diego, U.S.A. He.stayed for a
year and once again I was back in office.
Iamenjoyingbeingbackinhamess.
I was getting a little bored with
television in the afternoon. The lay
leaders and I recognise that we must
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I HAVE
LudwigREAD,
Mond and
WITH
his sons
GREAT
- the
Melchetts. It brought back memories
from my childhood in 1927 in Warsaw.
I was 10 years old and a junior
member of the Jewish sports club,
Maccabi. It happened to be the tenth
anniversary of the Balfour Declaration
and part of the occasion was greatly
enhanced by the visit of I.ord (Alfred)
Melchett, who attended the ceremony
and spoke to us in English, which we
did not understand, shook hands with
grown-ups and tapped each of us
youngsters on the head.
When he left, crowds who could not
gain admission to the hall, ran after his
car as if trying to see the Messiah I
Nonek Jacobson
Newcastle
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still less than half and nowhere near
enough.Wedesperatelyneedtokeepour
money for our own cultural and religious
institutions. We need our people even
more.

William Wolff

#
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13ritish Jews. They showed that they do
not vote as Jews on "Jewish" issues, rather
than as Britons picking a premier who
they think will best rule this land.
Two teachers ably performed the

funeral rites, Gareth Thomas saw off
Danny Finkelstein in Harrow West. "I

would have thought" said a fomer hff
for the constituency, "Finkelstein would
have got the synagogue vote." He did not
for the simple reason that there is no
synngogue vote. And slightly against the
trend, Thomas more than quadrupled his
Lal]our majority.
h Finchley and Golders Green John
Marshall,whohadwontheheartsofthose
Jews who are active in the community in
a big way during his ten years as the Tory
MP failed to regain the seat from Rudi
Vis, who has yet to win equal affection.
Each lost about 3,000 votes and Vis'
Labourmajority.wasupbyjustover500.
So Jews swung with the trend towards
Labour, towards Liberal Democrats and
towards abstention. They may still blry
more smoked salmon than most of their
fellow citizens, or flock to Hyam
Maccoby's play about mediaeval.
theological arguments between Jews and
Christians to which others give a wide
berth. But in politics, morals and general
culture, Anglo Jews are now just
indistinguishable Brits.

#
Anglo Jewry for decades comes

TRE BEST
in .a brief
NEWS
noticeFLASRED
from the Jewish
TO
Agency that emigration from Britain to
Israel is down by another 20 per cent.
Aheadyitplummetedtolessthan5001ast
year, half the figure of even a decade ago.
The latest drop brings it to less than 400
and it has never been lower.
The news ought to be cheered to the
echo because we carmot afford to lose
even one member of the community with
a commitment to Judaism and Jewishness.
The best thing that happened to Anglo
Jewryinthelastdecadeofthelastcentury
was the decision to channel back some of
the money raised for Israel to our own
cash-starved community. The figure is
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Y IHART FLUTTERS VVITII
sympathy for Jo Wagerman,
the president of the Board of
Deputies. She got a lot of stick because
sherecentlytriedandfailedforaisemuch
needed cash by selling an anti-semitic
document penned more than a century
ago by the Orientalist Sir Richard
Burton. I, too, am seeking to cash in on
an incendiary, anti-religious tract. I have
in my possession a cellophane-wrapped
first edition of Salman Rushdie 's S:a!£&#z.c

Verses..That is the book that caused so
much offence to Muslims neady 15 years
ago that Iran's ayatollahs sentenced
Rushdie to death by hitmen - an edict
which cost the British taxpayer many
rillions for Rushdie's protection.
I walked into my local antique book
dealer and found a first edition, in less
pristine condition than mine, on sale for
£280. I was back there within the hour
with my copy. I had paid all of £10 or
£15 for it years back. I did not tell them
that. Still they snootily tuned it down.
But I need to pay for a new bath and I
amnevergoingtoskimthrouchthetome,
not for religious or moral objections. I
just find Rushdie unreadable.
So, any time people are looking for
me in my office and carrot find me, I
am tramping down the Fulham and
Gloucester Roads trying to convert my
unloved treasure into hard cash.
Any time Jo Wagerman would like to
join me in Chelsea or Fulham, I won't
tellasoul.But1wouldlovehercompany.
It's a lonely business,
selling
inflammable books.

#
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them were Bruno and Ida Rothstein. It
gave their different dates of birth some
tine in the 1860s, and theirjoint date of
death, October lst, 1942. That day they
knew they would be on one of the next

cattle trucks to Riga or Auschwitz. They
wanted to die in their own beds with the
help of an overdose.
Bruno was my matemal grandfather's
brother. Some five years ago, when I first
stood by his and my aunt's graves in
Berlin's Weisseusee cemetery, as bursting
with history as London's Willesden, they
were unmarked. "What do you want to
do about it?" asked the cemetery official
by my side. I knew I was the only person
in the world who could and ought to do
something about it. But I also knew that
my bank account was suffering one of its
bouts of severe anaemia.
Now I was back to order a memorial
and the job had been done for me. "The
Geman army has paid for this," said the
cemetery superintendent, "and for the
graves of the other 1200 who committed
suicideratherthanbeshotorgassed."Just
onemorestepbytoday'sGemanstoclear
theburdensoftheirrapidlyrecedingpast.

#
C C RABBI, DO YOU MIND . . ."
Not the mere 15 at Friday night
services - I rejoice in every one of
them.Northebabystrainingtodrownout
the sermon. However precocious, it shows
judgement.
The request is always the same. Please
can we forget about the Z7ensfez.73g, the

graceafterthemeal.Itisaccusedofgoing
on for ever, even though eternity lasts no
more than three minutes if the prayer is
gabbled, and six when it is sung. But the
majority of hosts and guests at most
wedding and Bar 441z./zvczfe meals can no

longer follow it. So I try to be gracious
and say `No, I don't mind." Forcing it
down reluctant ears is .no way to salvage
a custom or even a 7"z./zv¢fe.
And I replace the be72sfez.7eg with a

privateprayer.ThattheBczrorBofA4lz.th;aft,

or the offspring of the marriage I have just
solemnised may appear at one of our
summer camps. For those who have been
also say " Do you mind rabbi . . ." And
add: "if WE be7eSfe rather than you." I

#
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF i.sr mz.Jiz.slfer a/
Wimbledon Synagogue. He previously served both
hiberal and Rofo:rm congregations in Brighton,
R;eading, Milton Kaynes and Newcastle upon Tyne.
He was trained at Leo Baeck College, and started
his full time rabbinate as an assistahi to Rabbi
Hngo Gryn at the West London Synagogue. He was
a Fleck Strect jou:rralist bofore he became a rabbi.
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THE STEF]NBEF]G CENTF]E FOFI JUDAISM

AN OPEN DOOR TO JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80, East End Road, Finchley at the heart of London's
Jewish community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of Britain's Peform Movement, the Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the New North
London Masorti Synagogue. It also provides many amenities including a Library, Bookshop, Cafeteria,
Biblical Garden and extensive grounds.

Many programmes at the Sternberg Centre are open to the general public. Below is a selection for the
spring and early summer. The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the
warmest of welcomes.
AF]T COUFZSES

JEWISH MUSEUM EXHIBITIONS

Ten week daytime courses
with Zev Pobinson f rom

open until September
"Some of My Best Jokes Are Jewish"

16tt' October - 18th December

An Exhibition of Jewish Cartoonists that take a

Tuesdays 10.00am -12.30pm
and 1 .30pm - 4.30pm

look at Jewish family life, religion and work.

WATERCOLOUF] CLASS
Ten week evening course
with Linda Gevertz from

sTERNBEFiG CENTRE EXHIBmoN

3rd October - 5th December

Telephone 020 83491143

Barbara Jackson
5th September - 9th November

Wednesdays 7.30pm - 10.00pm

Barbara Jackson will be exhibiting
`The Dance of Life" collection of works on paper,

COMMUNITY OF LEAFINEFIS PFIOGFtAMME

complemented by a selection of
her etchings and aquatints.

Adult Jewish learning targeted to the needs of our
time. The programme responds to a secular
Britain at the beginning of the 2lst century, using
the expertise of rabbis and educators. Accredited
by the Leo Baeck College.

Continuing from the end of October at
synagogues to be advised
Mondays 8pm - 1 0pm

LEO BAECK COLLEGE SHIUFl:
AUTUMN SEMESTER 2001
Study the Torah with the finest

teachers and students
16th October -18th December
Tuesdays 11.15am -12.45pm
THEMES FPIOM THE BOOK OF EXODUS

JEWISH MUSEUM
FAMILY HISTORY WORKSHOP

Telephone 020 8349 5600

Further information:

Workshop arranged by the
Jewish Genealogical Society of Great Britain.

Painting Classes: 020 8349 5646

This is an opportunity to find out how to research

annie.simmons@reformjudaism.org.uk
Leo Baeck College: 020 8349 5600

your families roots.

info @ lbc.ac. uk

Sunday 9th September

Jewish Museum: 020 83491143

Telephone: 020 83491143

jml.finchley@Iineone.net

